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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known, that for rather general Markov decision processe~with 

additive reward functions, strategies are optimal if and only if they are 

conserving and equalizing (references will be given presently). A strategy 

is conserving, if no irrecoverable loss can be expected at any step. A 

strategy is equalizing if for each large time instant almost all profit, 

that might be obtained from that time on, is indeed obtained. Partial 

results of the above type are also known in continuous-time stochastic 

con trol. 

In this monograph the characterization of optimal strategies is derived 

for a fairly general decision process. By imposing more structure on the 

reward function and on the process, we can also give more structure to 

the concepts of conservingness and equalizingness. Without difficulty 

we can generalize the derivation of the characterization to decision 

processas with more than one decision maker ar player. At first we 

restriet ourselves to a characterization of Nash optimality. Afterwards, 

the generalization to processas with several players leads to the 

characteriZation of stronger types of optimality. 

The remaining part of this introductory chapter is built up as follows. 

We start by sketching the structure of the decision process. The relation 

of our work to that of others is described thereafter. Further we introduce 

some notation. Finally, the contents of this monograph are summarized 

chapter by chapter. 

The decision process we study, can be sketched as follows (for the sake 

of simplicity this sketch is restricted to the discrete-time case). At 

successive time instants t from a timespace T, a system is observed to 

be in states xt from a state space X. This observation is made by all n 

players of the system (the number n is not necessarily finitel. Then 

each player chooses an action from his own acti.on space, and thereafter 

he observes which action is chosen by the other players. These choices 

cause the system to move into a next state, which is observed by all 

players. The transition mechanism is determined by a probability distri

bution, defined on the state space, and may depend on the history up to 

the time of the transition. The action chosen by a player has to be 

admissible, and the admissibility of an action may depend on all preceding 
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observations. However'1 the choice of .en action at a certain time by a given 

player is not allowed to depend on the choices of the other players at that 

time. In other words, the process is "noncooperative". 

A strategy is a rule, which determines where and when what action must be 

chosen by each player. Thus every strategy determines a maasure on ,the 

space of possible paths {these paths are sequences of the following form: 

state, action, state, action, etc.). By means of a utility function each 

path has a certain value, hence each strategy has a value, namely the 

expected utility value. A strategy is called optimal if the expected 

utility value is maximal in the following sense: we will restriet ourselves 

to optimality concepts of the Nash type. Precisely this type of optimality 

will be characterized by the properties conservingness and equalizingness 

mentioned before. 

Intuitively the idea of characterizing optimality by these two properties 

is so selfevident, that one cannot expect it to be new. And indeed, this 

type of characterization can already be found in the work of Dubins and 

Savage (1965), Sudderth {1972) and Hordijk (1974) and more recently in a 

paper of Kertz and Nachman (1977). Also the discussion at the end of 

Blackwell {1970) contains some remarks about this characterization. ('I'he 

concept of thriftiness arising in some of these papers, means that also a 

special action - the stopping action - is conserving.) However, in the 

literature mentioned the proofs of the characterization make essential use 

of the specific structure of the process or of the utility function. 

In Groenewegen (1975) a different proof is given, based on principle 

of optimality from Bellman (1957). 'I'his technique has led to generalizations 

for the case of a two-person zero-sum 9ame (see Groenewegen and Wessels 

(1977) and Groenewegen (1976)). Meanwblle Groenewegen and van Hee (1977) 

found another proof of this characterization, using a martingale approach. 

Rieder (1976) also uses martingale theory in establishing a characteriza

tion. Some of his results are closely related to those in Groenewegen 

and van Hee (1977). 

Above we mentioned Bellman's principle of optimality. Apparently there is 

some confusion about the exact meaning,. of this concept. In Bellman (1957) 

chapter 3 section 3 it is formulated as follows: "An optimal policy has 

the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision are, 

the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to 

the state resulting from the first decision•: 'I'his is essentially the same 

as the assertion of lemma 1 in Groenewegen{1975), and the result in Gavish 
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and Schweitzer (1976) which they call a principle of optimality. These 

three authors formulated the result without a reference to Bellman. Although 

Bellman states that he uses the principle of optimality in the derivation 

of the dynamic programming equation, he is not extremely careful in giving 

this derivation. This is probably the reason that the dynamic prog~amming 

equation is also called Bellman's optimality principle by some authors. 

Since the dynamic programming equation and conservingness are the same 

thing, this explains why in control theory one uses the term optimality 

principle for the conserving property (see e.q. Striebel (1975), Boel and 

Varaiya (1977)). 

In control theory much has been written on the relation between Pontryagin's 

maximum principle, Hamilton Jacobi equations and the optimality principle 

or conservingness, so there is no need for us to discuss it here. A good 

reference for this topic is Berkovitz (1974), chapter 5 sectien 2. 

In the sequel we will use the following notatien to classify the decision 

processes we are interested in: a/b/c/n, with a € {C,D}, denoting that the 

timespace is discrete (a= D) or continuous (a C), with b € {F,D,G}, 

denoting that the statespace is finite (b = F), denumerable (b = D) or 

general (b = G), with c € {F,D,G}, denoting that for each player the 

action space is finite (c F), denumerable (c D) or general (c = G), and 

with na cardinal number, denoting the number of players. For instance, 

a C/D/F/2 process is a continuous-time, two-person decision process on a 

denumerable state space with a finite action space for each player. 

The discrete as well as the continuous time spaces are supposed to have 

the usual ordering (S). Both havealowest element and are unbounded to 

the right. It is not difficult to see how processes which actually do not 

continue after a terminal time T, can be fitted into our model with an 

infinite time space. This can be done by defining the transition mechanism 

in such a way that after time T the process stays with probability 1 in the 

state it has reached at timeT, whatever actions are chosen. 

The contents of this monograph are as follows. After this introductory 

chapter 1, two chapters are devoted to the D/G/G/1 process: in chapter 2 

we discuss its general model and derive the characterization of optimality 

for a general utility. In chapter 3 it is established that for so-called 

tail vanishing utilities the characterization has a "nice" form. The 

concept of a tail vanishing utility is strenger that the concept of 

recursiveness, introduced in Furukawa and Iwamoto (1973) and also treated 

here in chapter 3. Chapter 4 gives the analogous results for the C/G/G/1 
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process. The D (or C)/G/G/2 process with a zero~sum utility. is studied in 

chapter 5. Several optimality concepts are discussed, and characterized 

in terms of conservingness and equalizingness. The analogous results for 

the D (or C)/G/G/n process are given in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE D/G/G/1 PROCESS WITH A GENERAL UTILITY 

As has already been said in chapter 1, the D/G/G/1 process is a discrete

time (the D) decision process on a general state space (the first G) with 

a general action space (the secend G), controlled by 1 player (the 1). 

A model of the D/G/G/1 process is formulated in the first sectien of this 

chapter, and some conventions, notations and definitions are given there 

too. In sectien 2.2 we give a characterization of v-optimality by means 

of v-conservingness and v-equalizingness. Since this characterization is 

given in the general situation, where the utility has no special structural 

properties (as e.g. additivity)~ this characterization is fairly global. 

So, at least in this chapter, our concepts of conservingness and equalizing

ness look a bit different from those introduced for gambling houses 

(Dubins and Savage (1965), Sudderth (1972)) and for Markov decision 

processes (Hordijk(1974), Groenewegen (1975), Rieder (1976)). 

2.1. THE D/G/G/1 PROCESS 

The general D/G/G/1 (decision) processis defined as a tuple (T,CX,~, 

(A, A), (Ltl t E T>, (ptj t E T>, r), where 

- T = lN {0,1, ••. } is the time epaae; 

- X is the state epaae, endowed with a cr-field X; 

- A is the action epaae, endowed with a cr-field A; 
t t 

- for each t E T the symbol Lt is a subset of X (X x A) , X and x 

k=O k=O 
denoting the cartesian product. If (x0,a0 , ••• ,xt,at) E Lt, then at is 

called an admiseible action in <x
0
,a

0
, ••• ,xt); 

- (P I t E T) is the family of tvansition f'unation<:J; 
t 

- r is the utility jUnation. 

For the description of the components and the behaviour of the process, we 

also introduce 

- the <ilampZe Bpaae (i.e. the set of all sample paths or histories) 
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(H,Hl := < X 
k=O 

<XxA), e 
k=O 

cr-field of X and A; 

<H ® Al), where Xe A denotes the product 

t t 
- for each te: T the space (Kt' Kt) := ( X (X x JlJ, 13 <X 18 All I 

k=O k=O 

- for each t e: T the space of histories up to time t 

Now we give a more detailed description of the components of the decision 

process and their relations. 

For the sets Lt c Kt' t e: T it is supposed that 

(1) Lt e: Kt; 

(ii) for any ht e: Ht the set Lt h , the ht - Beetion of Lt (i.e. 
t 

L h ={a e: A I {h ,a) e: Lt}), is nonempty.The set L h is called the 
t t t t t 

set of admissibZe actions in ht. 

REMARK. Lt h is an A-measurable set (see e.g. Neveu (1965), th. III. 1.2). 
t 

The utiZity function r is supposed to be a real-valued measurable function 

on (H,H). 

The transi tions made by the process from one coordinate of the sample 

space to the next are determined in part by the transitior. functions in the 

family (ptlt e: T). Any element pt of this family is a transition probabili

ty from (Kt'Ktl into {X,X), i.e.pt((x
0
,a

0
, ... ,xt,at) ,.) is a probability 

measureon (X,Xl foreach {x
0
,a

0
, ... ,xt,at) e: Kt' andpt(.,B) isameasur

able function on { Kt' Kt) for each 8 e: X. 

For the other part, the transition mechanism of the process is determined 

by a strategy 11 = ( 110 ,11
1

, ... ) • This is a sequence of function,s 11 t' t e: T, 

such that 11 t is a transition probabili ty from ( Ht' Htl into (A, IV , wi th the 

condition that for each ht = (x0 ,a0 , ..• ,at-l'xt)e: Ht the probability 

me as ure 11 t (ht,.) is concentrated on the set L t h of admissible actions in 
t 

ht. The A -measurability of Lt h has been noted before. 
t 
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The set of all strategies is denoted by IT. 

Now, the Ionescu Tulcea theorem can be applied (see Neveu (1965) th.V.l.l 

and its corollaries) to construct a probability measure for the process on 

the sample space. Since (H,Hl is a product space of measurable spaces, and 

since for each choice of a strategy TI all the relevant transition proba -

bilities are determined, it may be concluded that for every x
0 

€ X 

there exists a probability measure lP on (H,Hl, with the following x
0

,n 
properties. 

Let f: H + lR be nonnegative. If f is measurable with respect to the 

cr-field on H, induced by Kk, then it holds that 

f f (h) lP (dh) 
xo,'lf 

H 

and if f is measurable w.r.t. the cr-field an H, induced by Hk, the 

J f(,h) 

H 

lP (dh) x
0

,n 

This lP is the un1quely determined probab1lity measure for the process x
0
,n 

which starts in x0, with a transition mechanism prescribed by 'lf and the 

family (pt I t € TJ. 

Let v be a probability measure on (X, X), called the sta.rting distribution. 

In the Ionescu Tulcea theorem it is also asserted, that there exists a 

probabili ty measure lP on ( H, Hl , defined by v,n 
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lP {H • l 
V,1T /

lP eH•) v(dxl for all H• E: H. 
X,1T 

x 

' It may even be concluded that for every ht € Ht and kt E: Kt there exist 

probabili ty measures lP h and lP k respectively, which are 
t'

11 
t'

11 

a version of the conditional probability measures for the process, given 

ht and kt, respectively. They satisfy the following conditions: 

and 

ll?h 
11

tH'l 
t' 

J ll?kt,1T{H'l 1lt(ht,dat) 

A 

for all H' € H. 

REMARK. In the sequel we will use the probability measures lP as well 
xo,1T 

as lP It would be convenient if every lP could be ca>nsidered as 
V,1l XQ,1l 

a special case of lP • Unfortunately, we cannot in general construct a 
Vr1T 

starting distribution v concentrated on the set {x
0

}, since it is not 

necessary that {x
0

} € X for all x
0 

€ X. 

However, there always exists a v such that lP V,1l 

In fact, if wedefine for all X' E: X 

if XQ € x I 
otherwise, 

then v is a probability measure on {X,X) with 

lP {H I) 
V,1T J lP {H ') V (dx) 

X,1T 
x 

for all H 1 E: H • 

Hence the lP case is contained in the lP case. 
xo,1T v,n 

Since any strategy 11 selects with probability one only admissible actions, 

the following theorem is intuitively clear. 
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2.1.1. THEOREM. For every x
0 

E X and TI E rr we have 

lP < n c~ x X x A x X x A x ••• ll 1. 
xo,TI k=O 

PROOF. It is suffieient to prove, that for all k e T 

(note that Lk x X x A x ••• EH, sineeLkE Kk). 

We reason as follows~ 

1P <Lk x X x A x ••• ) x
0

,11 I f ... f f 1{L xxxA ••• }<hl • 
A X X A k x 

1. 
0 

Note that the sets Lt, determining the admissible aetions, play no 

esseritlal role in the description of the model for the D/G/G/1 process. 

However, the sets L t restriet the set of possible stra tegies. This set-up 

is not unusual in papers on Markov deeision proeesses, see Hinderer (1970), 

Blaekwell (1965). 

An important property of the set of strategies rr , which follows direetly 

from our definition of a strategy, is the following. Let TI,T' E IT. 

Then for all t E T and all B E Ht there exists a strategy TI" .:: IT, such that 
k 

TI" = Tik for 0 :s; k :s; t, TI" = TI on B x A x X (X x A) and 1T" = TI' on 
k k k R.=t+l k k 

k 
se x A x x <X x A) for k <! t. This property holds, sinee eaeh 'll"k is a 

R.=t+l 

transition probability from Hk toA, for eaeh history hk eoncentrated on 
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the corresponding set of admissible actions. 

To be able to handle "heads" and "tails" of strategies appropriately, 

we introduce the following notations. 

Let 11 = (11
0

,11
1

, .. ,) E IT. Then t11 = (11
0

,11 1 , ... ,11t-l) is called the head 

of 11 until timet. Furthermore, for any ht = (x0 ,a0 , •.. ,at-l'xt) E'Ht we 

define 11(t;ht) = (11Ó,11i•···> with 

Thus, 11(t;ht) is a strategy for the process which starts at time t, and 

11(t;ht) causes this process to behave stochastically the same as the 

original process from time t on, if the history ht without xt has occurred, 

and if the transi tions depend on the strategy 11. We call th.i!s strategy 

11(t;ht) the taiZ of 11 given a hietory ht before time t. Note that in the 

case of a Markov process and a Markov strategy 11, the occurrence of ht 

in the tail 11 ( t; h t) is not essen tial. 

For each t E T we define Ft as the o-field in H, .generated by sets of type 

H~ x A x X x A x X x ••• , with H~ E fit. Moreover we introduce the following 

notations.·H,Ht,Xt and At with tE T are measurable functions from H into 

H, such that H is the identical function, Ht is the projection from H into 

H t' Xt is the projection on the 2t+l-th coordinate of H, and At is the 

projection on the 2(t+l)-th coordinate. In other words, we have introduced 

the random variables: H denoting the whole history, H t denoting the 

history up to time t, Xt denoting the state at time t, and At denoting 

the action at timet. This also means that Ft is the o-field generated 

by Ht. 

E , E etc. are the expectation operators with respect to the x
0

,11 V1 11 

probabili ty measures 11? , 11? etc. 
xo,11 v,1f 

Now we are in a position to give another notation for tails of strategies. 

Consistently with the notation 11(t;ht), we use 11(t;Ht) to denote 11(t;h.t) 

if Ht = h t' The symbol 1r(t;Btl is called the taiZ of 11 from time t on. It 

is also possible to concatenate heads and tails of strategies, so each 

11 E n can be written as 1r11 (t;H ) • 
t t 



We have given a description of all stochastic processes involved, and we 

have introduced some notations. Now we have reached the point where the 

decision part comes in. 
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The player of the D/G/G/1 process chooses a strategy, and in this way he 

"controls" the process. In order to describe which strategies he pxefers, 

we restriet our attention to the class of D/G/G/1 processes, satisfying 

the following assumption. 

2.1.2. ASSUMPTION. Let v be a fixed starting distribution. The utility r 

is supposed to be quasi integrable with respect to each P (i.e. either 
+ - + v,~ 

E r (H) < ~ or E r (H) < ~, with r (h) = max(O,r(h)) and 
v,~ v,~ 

r-(h) = ~x(O,-r(h)) ). 

REMARK. v is supposed to be fixed throughout this monograph. 

Now the value of a strategy can be defined. For each t € T the value of 

s~tegy ~~ ~iven the history ht = <x0,a
0

, ••• ,at_1,xt) up to timet~ 
is a function vt : Ht x n + lR with 

{ 

Eh r (H) 
t''lr 

_.., 

if this integral exists, 

otherwise. 

Consistently with this definition we will choose from now on, for all 

t € T and the starting dis tribution v, the function v t (Ht' ~) as our 

'\ fixed representative for E r (H), 
v,~ 

F 
where E t denotes the conditional expectation of E w.r.t. Ft. 

v,~ v,~ 

(By assumption 2.1.2. the right-hand side is P -almost everywhere 
V,'lf 

defined.) This is called the value of strategy 'lf3 ~iven Ht. The value of 
the ~ame3 ~iven h , henceforth called: the value ~ven ht or the value 

t . 
fUnction, is a function 

wt : Ht + lR with 

and therefore the value~ ~ven Ht for a fixed starting distribution v is 
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wt CHt}=sup v t (H t' Tr} 
TrEil 

Ft 
sup E r(H}. 
Tre:II v,Tr 

The higher the value of a strategy, the more the player prefers this 

strategy. Thus, we arrive at the concept of v-optimality. 

2.1.3. DEFINITION. A strategy Tr* e: II is called v-optimaZ, iff 

lP * - a.s. 
V,'IT 

REMARK. The value function wt is not necessarily measurable. At the end of 

the next sectien we give some raferences where this problem is discussed. 

We conclude this sectien with a few remarks on the model. Since the 

transition probabilities pt depend on the action at time t, and on the 

history up to time t instead of only the state at time t, the model 

describes a class of decision processes, which is much more general than 

the class of Markov decision processes. The strategies we allow may also 

depend on the history, and may select randomized actions, the class of 

strategies under study is the class of randomized behavioural strategies. 

This class is fairly genera!, since by a result of Aumann (1964) so-called 

mixed strategies may be replaced by behavioural strategies, if for instanee 

the history up to time t is known at every time t. The precise definitions 

of mixed and randomized behavioural strategies can also be found in 

Aumann (1964) • 

The utility functions we allow, are of the same generality as those in 

Krebs (1975). In the next chapter the more restrictive recursive utilities, 

as introduced in Furukawa and Iwamoto (1973), will arise quite naturally. 

2.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF v-OPTIMAL STRATEGIES 

In this sectien it will be shown that the class of v-optima! strategies 

coincides with the class of strategies that are both v-conserving and 

v-equalizing. As said before in chapter 1, conservingness means, that at 

every step prescribed by the strategy, you loose nothing, and equalizing

ness means, that in the long run the value of the strategy comes arbitrarily 

close to the value one can hope for from then on. 
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First it will be shown, that for each strategy .~ the value function wt is 

a supermartingale, if some measurability conditions are satisfied. This 

generalizes a result in Groenewegen and van Hee (1977), where this property 

is proved for a special class of utility functions and for Markov strategies 

in the context of a D/D/D/1 Markov decision process. Reeall that in general 

the value function is not measurable. 

2.2 .1. THEOREM. 

Let v be a starting distribution and ~ a strategy, such that Eor all t .:: T 

the value w is lP -almost equal to a measurable function. If the 
t v,~ 

following condition is satisfied: for all probability measures ~ on 

Ht, t.:: T, allE;. 0 and all m.:: JR there exist strategies ~·,~" such 

that 

and 

co} I 

then the v'alue function is a supermartingale, i.e. 

lP - a.s. 
v,~ 

REMARK. If X and A are complete separable metric spaces, then the theorem 

holds, see Strauch (1966), Hinderer (1970), Shreve (1977). The condition 

in the theorem is satisfied, if there exists a ~-almost everywhere 

measurable selection from tails of strategies. 

This is the point, where so-called selection theorems play a role, see the 

survey about this topic by Wagner (1976). Since theorem 2.2.1. is not 

really used in the sequel, we wil! not discuss a possible derivation of 

the conditions in the theorem from other conditions. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may restriet ourselves to the case 

that wt is finite. 

Suppose there exist E > 0, t.:: T, ~.:: n and a starting distribution v such 

that 
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on F ~; F wi th lP (Ft) > 0. 
t t . v,~ 

By the condition in the theorem with ~ the marginal probability corresponding 

to lP on the (2t+1)-th coordinate, thereexists a~·.; n with 
v,~ 

~· = ~ such that t+l .t+l 

Ft+l 
Note that E , r(H) depends on the history up to time t+l, and does not 

v,~ 

depend on t+lw'. Using t+ln' = t+l~ and Ft c Ft+l we may write the left-

hand side as 

which is a contradiction. 0 

This result in fact means, that the best the player can hope for at any 

given time, is not less than what he can hope for after the ~ext step taken. 

In this light it seems plausible, that for a v-optimal n* .; n it is 

necessary that (wt(Ht) lt € Tl should be a martingale with respect to 

lP *' This result is contained in theorem 2.2.5, where we call this v,n 
martingale property the v-conservingness of n*. 

In order to prove theorem 2.2.5 we need the following lemma. 

2.2.2. LEMMA. If ~* E fi is v-optimal, then for all t € T 

lP v,n* - a.s. 

REMARK. Since vt is Ft-measurable, this lemma means that wt is lPv,n* 

almost everywhere equal to an ~ -measurabl~ function. 

PROOF. Suppose there exist n E rr, tE Tand Ft E Ft such that 

F *CF l > o v,w t 
and 



We will use the notatien ~ to denote Ht\Ft, the complement of Ft. 

Define n' .: TI, such that tn' = tn*; n' (t,ht) = n* (t,ht) for ht .: F~ and 

11' (t,ht) = 11 (t,ht) on Ft. Then 

r (H) lP. , (dht) 
\1.11 

F 

J E t *r (H) lP * (àht) v,11 v,n 

Ft 
E",n* r(H) lP *(dh ) = 

V V ,1! t 

E * r(H) = E * v
0

(H
0

,n*). v,11 v,n 

This is a contradietien since n* is v-optimal. So 

JP v,n* - a.s. for all n .: n, t .: T. 0 

15 

Before formulating and proving a characterization theerem for optimal 

strategies, we need the concepts of v-conserving and v-equalizing strategies. 

2.2.3. DEFINITION. A strategy n*.: TI is called v-conse:rving iff for all 

t .: T 

i.e. (wt(Ht) I t .: Tl is a martingale with respect to lP *• 
V,1T 

(In this definition it is supposed that the riqht-hand side of the equation 

is well defined.) 
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The concept of conservingness used by Krebs (1975) is strenger, as his 

concept of optimality is strenger. His optimality concept is in fact the 

analogue of subgame perfectness, introduced in Selten (1965). We will come 

back to this in chapter 5 sectien 2. 

2.2.4. DEFINITION. A strategy n* E n is called v-equalizing iff 

(The left-hand side of the equation is supposed to be well defined.) 

REMARK. Since 

v-equalizingness of n* can also be defined by 

lim E * wt (Ht) 
1:::+<'> v,n 

Ev n* r (Hl, 
I 

2.2.5. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for the v-optimality 

of ~* € n is that TI* is v-conserving and v-equalizing. 

PROOF. Suppose 7J'* is v-optimal. First we prove the v-conservingness, 

lemma 2. 2 • 2 in the first and in the last equality. 

wt (Ht) v t <Hen*l 
Ft 

r(H) 
Ft EFt+1 

r(H) E * Ev,n* v,n v,~* 

Ta show that n* is v-equalizing, we use lemma 2.2.2. again. We have 

for all t E T. Taking the limit for t-+ "' 1 we obtain that v-optimal 

strategies are both v-conserving and v-equalizing. 

Now suppose 7J'* is v-conserving and v-equalizing, then 

using 
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f 
E O (H ) 

v,'ll* wt t lP *-a.s. V,'ll 

for all t € T, since 'll* is v-conserving. Hence, using the v-equalizingness 

lim E * Vt(Ht,'ll*) 
t- V,'ll 

lP *.-a.s. it follows that V,'ll 

lP * - a.s. v,'ll 

Let us make a few remarks about this last theorem and its proof. 

The part of the proof where it is shown that v-optimality implies 

v-conservingness can also be found in Krebs (1975). However he does not 

use aresult like lemma 2.2.2., since this property forms part of his 

definition of optimality. 

0 

The concepts of conserving and equalizing strategies can be found already 

in Dubins and Savage (1965), where they have been.introduced and used in a 

characterization of optimal strategies in gambling situations. In Hordijk 

(1974) this characterization is given for the convergent dynamic program

ming case. His proof depends rather heavily on the special type of 

utility he considers, the so-called charge structure. In Groenewegen (1975) 

and Groenewegen and van Hee (1977) two different proofs of this charac

terization can be found in practically the same situation as in 

Hordijk, and these proofs can both be extended to the case of a more 

general utility and more players (for a two-person zero-sum Markov game 

this is partly done in Groenewegen and Wessels (1977) and Groenewegen 

(1976)). The proof in Groenewegen (1975) gives insight intheresult 

itself, the proof in Groenewegen and van Hee (1977), however, is more 

concise. In the next chapter we come to speak about these proofs in more 

detail. 

It should be noted that the v-equalizingness of strategy 'll* implies 
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the existence of the L
1
-limit of [wt(Ht) - vt(Ht,n*)] fort~~ with 

respect to the maasure Pv,n*' since wt(Ht) - vt(Ht,n*) is nonnegative 

P v,w*-a.s. Moreover we emphasize the fact that the problem of the value 

function w not being measurable, as extensively discussed in Blackwell, 

Freedman and Orkin (1974) and more recently in Shreve (1977), does'not 

play any role at all here. This is so because we deal merely with a 

characterization of optimality. If there exists an optima! strategy n*, 

then the value function equals the value of TI*, which, of course, is 

measurable indeed. When proving the other part of the charact~rization, 

the (quasi) integrability of the value function is implicit in the 

definitions of conservingness and equalizingness. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE D/G/G/1 PROCESS WITH A RECURSIVE UTILITY 

In this chapter we study the D/G/G/1 process with a recursive utility. It 

will be seen that the recursiveness enables us to reformulate the v-
conservingness and the v-equalizingness. Thus we obtain a new form of the 

characterization of v-optimality, which is more similar to the formulation 

given in e.g. Dubins and Savage (1965) and Hordijk (1974). In addition we 

will give two more proofs of this characterization, not depen~ing on 

theerem 2.2.5. 

The first of these two proofs makes rather explicit use of Bellman's 

optimality principle for t-recursive utilities, expressed in corollary 

3.1.5. We quite agree with Gavish and Schweitzer (1976), who say that in 

various cases it is precisely this optimality principle, which is bebind 

the proofs. Certainly the characterization given here, is in this category, 

since it actually was the use of the optimality principle, which motivated 

our study. (See Groenewegen (1975), Groenewegen and Wessels (1977), Groene

wegen (1976) .) 

The secend of the two extra proofs for the characterization of v-optimality 

is the generalization of the concise proof in Groenewegen and van Hee (1977). 

As it is still fairly concise, it is also included. We begin this chapter 

with a sectien on t-recursive utilities, in which we have gathered some 

results for later use. 

3.1. t-RECURSIVE UTILITIES 

The first aim of this sectien is to find a sufficient condition for the 

following idea to apply: the tail (from time t onl of an optimal strategy 

is itself optimal in these states the system can be in at time t. As it is 

formulated here, this is precisely the optimality principle as used in 

Bellman (1957), Gavish and Schweitzer (1976) and Groenewegen (1975). It 

turns out that t-recursiveness of the utility function suffices for the 

optimality principle to held at a fixed time t. 

A secend result for t-recursive utilities, derived in this section, and 

needed for the validity of the optimality principle, also plays a rele 

in the sequel. This result guarantees the possibility of splitting up 

wt(Ht)' the value given Ht' into two parts: the first part only depends 
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on the history up to time t 1 and the second part is just the value of a 

new decision process 1 which is "the tail from time t on " of the original 

decision process. 

3.1.1. DEFINITION. Let t E T be fixed. The D/G/G/1 process is called 

t-separabZe iff the transition probabilities PT1 T ~ t, and the 

aàmissibility of actions at times T ~ t do notdepend on x0 ,a01•••1xt_1,at_1 • 

In the following definition we use the shift transformation 

C: H + H with C{h) = c<xolaolx1,a11''') = {X11a11x21a21''') fee all hE H. 

we also use con finite sequences: C: Ht + Ht_ 1 with C(ht) = (x 1 ~a1 , ••• 1xt) • 

3. 1. 2. DEFINITION. Let the D/G/G/1 process be t-separable for some t E T. 

The utility r is called t-reaursive iff 

+ where e : H + lR, x : H + lR (the nonnegative real halfJ.ine) are 
t t t t 

~easurable and integrable, and p:H + lR is measurable and quasi integrable1 

with respect to every lP (or restrietion of lP to H ) with v our 
V 1 ~ v~~ t 

fixed chosen starting distribution. (Integrability of a measurable function 

f means E !fl < "',) 
v,~ 

In other words, t -recursiveness means, that the utility function can be 

split up into a part which depends on the history up to time t1 and a part 

which depends on the sample path beginning at time t. 

Note that, though the aàmissibility of actions at a time T1T ~t, does not 

depend on the history before time t, a certain action a may be admissible 

in state j at time 0, and in-admissible in j at time t, since the 

aàmissibility of action a still may depend on the time t itself. 

Examples of t-recursive utilities can be easily given. The examples we 

givel are also examples of recursive utilities, which will be introduced 

in the beginning of the next section. The first example is the total 

reward or additive utility: carresponding to the action chosen at time 

t1 t E T1 the player il!ll!lediately receives a one step reward1 which depends 

on the action chosen, on the state at time t and on the state at time 

t + 1 (cf. Blackwell (1970), Strauch (1966)). Then et is the sum of the 

one step rewards up to time t - 1 1 xt is 1 1 and p is the sum of the 
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one step rewards from time t on. In the case of a discounted (discount 

factor a > 0) additive reward the function et is the sum of the discounted 

one step rewards up to time t - l, xt is at, and p is the sum of the 

discounted one step rewards from time t on. Another interesting example 

is the average reward: et is 0, xt is 1, and p(çt(h)) is r(h). 

Let us denote by r our original t-separable D/G/G/1 process with its 

t-recursive utility r, so 

r:= (T,{X,Xl, (A,A), (lt I tEn, (pt I tEn, r). 

Let ht = (xo,ao, ••• ,at-l'xt) E Ht. We introduce the "tail" of r from time 

t on given a history ht called the t-delayed pPoaess given ht, and denoted 

[ht] 
by r , as fellows 

l [t] 
1: E T ) , p). 

Here p is the function p occurring in definition 3.1.2. and determined by 
[h J 

the t-recursiveness of r, T[t] { t,t+l, t+2, ••• } and L t is the 
1: 

(x
0
,a

0
, •• ;,x 

1
,a 

1
)-section of L , 

t- t- 1: 

[ht] 
so L is measurable again and each 

1: 

[h J 
(x~, at' •.• ,a,_1,xT)-section of L, t 

[ht] 
strategies for the process r 

[h J 
is nonempty. Let IT t be the set of 

[ht] 
3.1. 3. THEOREM. There exists a surjection from IT onto IT such that 

for all TI € IT the image Of TI is precise TI(t;ht) • 

[ht] 
PROOF. Choose TI (nt,nt+1, ••. ) € IT Let TI' € IT be arbitrarily chosen. 

Define functions TI : H x A+ [0,1] with 
1: 1: 

TI (k', B 
1: 1: 

TI 
1: 

TI'. 
1 

if 1: :<: t, 

otherwise. 
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Each ~, is a transition probability, since ~, and ~~ are transition 

probabilities, and as the process ~ is t-separable, n selects with 
T 

probability one only admissible actions in h~· 

Noting that ~,<h~ ,Bl, T ~ t, does notdepend on (x0,a0, ... ,xt_ 1 ,a~_ 1 l, we 

have obtained the existence of a ~ € rr with n(t;~tl ~ i. 
Conversely, choose ~ = (n0,~1, ••• l € rr. Define n:= n(t;htl I i.e. define 

functions 

-r-1 
1T := [ x 

T k=t 
(X x AlJ x X x A + [0,1], T ~ t, with 

Since the process ~ is t-separable, n selacts with probability one only 
T 

admissible actionsin (xt,at, ••• ,xt). For each (xt,at, ••• ,x~) the function 

n is a probability on A, and for each B € A the function i is measurable 
T T 

on[~&~ (X x Al] x X, since each (x0 ,a0 , ••• ,xt-l'at_1l-section of a 

measurable set in H is measurable again. So n is a transition probability 
T T 

[ht] 
for each T ~ t. Hence, for each 11 E rr there exists a n E rr with 

n = n(t;ht~. D 

REMARK. The following result is 
[h ] 

foregoing theorem. If n € IT t 

a direct consequence from the proof of the 
[h '] 

for some ht E Ht' then i E rr t for any 
[ht] 

ht € Ht. (Using the construction of ~ € rr corresponding to n € rr , we 

may conclude that n(t;htl = ~(t;ht) for all ht € Ht. Observe that 
[h '] 

1T ~ n (t;ht) and that for all h~ € Ht it holds that 1T (tiht) 
[h ] 

€ IT t .l As 

~ t apparently does not depend on ht at all, we replace the superscript 

Denote the value of a strategy ~ € 

[t] value function of the process E 

T E T[t], and the 

The next lemma shows, 

how the functions vt and wt can be separated into different parts. 



3.1.4. LEMMA. If r is a t-recursive utility, then for all ht € Ht 

PROOF. Choese ht E Ht' then we have 

From theerem 3.1.3. it fellows that 

Now we come to the formulation of the optimality principle. Fer its 

formulation we need a new netatien. Define the probability measure ~x 

on (X,X) as ~ (B) 1 if x € B and ~ (8) = 0 etherwise, fer any B E X x x 
( cf. eur remark in sectien 2. 1, where we say tha t the measures lP 

are contained in the measures lP ) • 
V,1T 

x 0'1f 
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0 

3.1.5. COROLLARY. Let r be a t-recursive utility. If 1r* € ll is v-optimal, 

then for lP *-almost all {a.a.) h E Ht with x (ht) > 0, the strateqy 
V 1 1f t t 

[t] [t] 
1r*(t;ht) En is~ - eptimal for the process E • 

xt 

PROOF. By lemma 2.2.2 we have for lP * - a.a. ht E Ht 
\1,, 1f 

By lemma 3.1.4. this means 
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which establishes the result. 

3.1.6. DEFINITION. If the property as formulated in the foregoing 

corollary holds for every t e: T, then it is said that the optimality 

prinaiple holds. 

So the optimality principle is in fact the assertien in lemma 2.2.2, 

translated to the situation where the utility r is t-recursive for all 

t e: T. 

3. 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF v-OPTIMALITY IF THE UTILITY IS RECURSIVE 

D 

After the preliminary results of the preceding section, the recursiveness 

of the utility is now introduced. Recursiveness together with another 

condition, called the v-vanishing tail, turns out to be sufficient to give 

formulations of v-conservingness and v-equalizingness, that are analogous 

to the formulations given in Hordijk (1974). 

This more special form of the characterization of v-optimali~y will be 

derived in this section in three different ways. The first proof uses 

the characterization established in theorem 2.2.5 and lemma 3.1.4. 

The second proof uses the optimality principle, and the third proof uses 

a suitably chosen function which gives rise toa martingale.' Therefore 

this proof is referred to as the martingale approach, although martingale 

properties are not really used there. 

We start by introducing the concept of recursiveness. 

3.2.1. DEFINITION. Let the D/G/G/1 process E be t-separable for all 

t e: T. The utility r is called recuraive iff for all t e: Tand all 

' e: T[t] there exist functions a[t] x[t] and r[tJ, such that 
' , ' 

[0] 
r r, 
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for all h (xt,at,xt+1'at+1'···> 

with e[t] 
T-1 

[ x (X x A) ] x x .... IR , 
T k=t 

[t] T-1 
[ x <X x A> J x X .... 

+ 
XT IR, 

k=t 

[t] 
r : x (X x A> .... IR I 

k=t 

both e[t] and x[t] measurable and integrable, and r[t] measurable and 
T T 

quasi integrable (with respect to the o-fields generated by products 

of X and A and with respect to the probability measures induced by the 

measures ll? ,11 € IT). To ensure the uniqueness of the decomposition of r[t] 
'11,11 
[t] [t] 

wedefine XT (ht) = 0 for hT = (xt'at, ••• ,at-l'xt) iff r (h') = COI!stant 

for all h'· = (x',a',x' ,a• , ••.• ) with x'= x. 
T T t+1 t+1 T T 

So a recursive utility is t-recursive for each t € T, with p = r[t] 

R · e i 1· th t th e[t], d th [t], are related J.·n a ecursJ.v ness mp J.es a e T s an e XT s 

ce:rtain sense. 

3.2.2. LEMMA. Let r be a :recursive utility. Then for each T € T and 

ht = (x0 ,a0 , ••• ,xt) "HT we have 

(i) 

(i i) 

PROOF. We will prove this by induction. Note that h 
1 

both assertions are obviously true for T = 1 • 
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Suppose {i) and {ii) are true for T cr. Then éhoosing h <x
0

,a
0

, ••• ) ~ H, 

and defining 

we may write 

Using the induction hypothesis we get 

On the other hand 

Since the 6[0],s and x[O],s are uniquely determined {note that 
T T 

[0] (h ) 
Xcr+l cr+l 0 .. S{h

0
+1> = 0), the proof is completed. 0 

REMARK. It is easy to see, that we have obtained the following recursion 

relations for T ~ 1 
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For a recursive utility, we can give an equivalent formula for v-conserving-

ness. 

3.2.3. THEOREM. If r is a recursive utility, then the condition 

F 
E t 

V,'lf 
[ El[t]{X A X ) + [t]{X A X ) [t+l] 

t+1 t' t 1 t+l xt+1 t 1 t' t+1 wt+l {Xt+1JJ 

ll? - a.s. for all t E T 1 is a necessary and sufficien t con di ti on for 
V,'lf 

the strategy 'lf E TI to be "v-conserving. 

Especially in the situation of an additive utility {see the examples 

given after definition 3.1.2) 1 the interpretation of this theorem is intuiti

vely obvious. Since in that case x;!Î = l1 the theorem says that a utility 

is conserving !ff the value function equals the expected one-step reward 

plus the value in the next state. 

PROOF. The following four assertions are equivalent, and the arguments 

leading to the equ!valence of assertion j and j+1 are q!ven d!rectly after 

the {j+l)-th assertion. The first statement is the def!nition of v-conserv

ingness {definition 2.2.3). 

{i) ll? -a.s. for all t E T. 
V,'lf 

ll? -a.s. for all tE T. Use lemma 3.1.4, and the fact that çt(Htl = xt. 
Vl'lf 

{iii) El[O] {H ) + iO] (H ) w[t] (X ) 
t t t t t t 

F 
E t 

V,'lf 

ll? -a.s. for all t € T. Use the formulae of lemma 3.2.2. 
V,'lf 
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(iv) [t](X ) 
wt t 

lP -a.s. for all t € T. U se the F -measurabili ty of Ht. 
v,~ . t [0] [0] 

Note that the last step is valJ.d both for Xt # 0 and Xt o. D 

REMARK. Completely analogously i t can be proved, that formula 3. 2. 3.1 wi th 

" > " instead of " = " is equivalent to 

lP -a.s. for all t € T, 
v,~ 

provided that r is recursive. 

To make a reformulation of the v-equalizingness possible, we assume the 

utility to be v-tail vanishing. 

3.2.4. DEFINITION. The utility r is called v-taiZ vanishing (or is said 

to have a v-vanishing taiZ) iff it is recursive and for all ~ € rr 

[t] 
REMARK. The function vt (Xt'~(t;Ht) is measurable, since 

[0] [t] 
Xt (Ht) vt (Xt,~(t;Ht)) 

[0] 
vt(Ht,~) - St (Ht). The property of definition 

3.2.4 implies, that t!m Ev,~ S~O](Ht) = Ev,~ v0 (a0 ,~). This .equality 

holds e.g. in the case of an additive 

Fa "' [kJ 
vO(HO,~) = Ev,~ k~O 6k+1 (Xk'~'~+l) 

F 0 "" 
sum of one-step rewards) and E ~ 

v,~ k=O 

utility, if 

(i.e. the value of ~ equals the eXpected 

Actually, this situation is described in Hordijk (1974), and he calls this 

property of the utility function the a~ge struature. 

3. 2. 5. THEOREM. If r is a v-tail vanishing utility, and ~ € rr, then the 

following two assertions are equivalent. 

(i) 
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{ii) 

These formulae should both be read with equality, or both with strict 
[0] 

inequality. Note that (ii) is equivalent to è!m EV,7I Wt(Ht) > t.!ffi EV,7I et (Et) • 

PROOF. Choose 71 E IT. The following three assertions are equivalent. 

(i) lim E [wt (Ht) - vt (Et ,71)] 57 0. 
t-+<><> V 1 71 

(ii) lim E [e[O](H ) + X[O] (H ) w~t] (Xt) - e [OJ (E > + 
t--

V 1 71 t t t t t t 

i 0
J<H > 

[t] 
71 (t;Ht) ) ] > 0. 

t t vt (Xt' 

Use lemma 3.1.4. 

(iii) lim E X[O](H) w[t](X) > 0, 
t+oo v,11 t t t t 

because r is v-tail vanishing D 

It is worth noting that theerem 3.2.5, read with equality signa, gives 

an equivalent criterion for v-equalizingness. Therefore a combination of 

theerem 2.2.5 with theorema 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 leads to a new chracteriza-

ti on of v-optimali ty. 

3.2.6. COROLLARY. Let r be a v-tail vanishing utility. Then a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the v-optimality of 71* E IT is the validity 

of both 

3.2.6.1. 

[t+l](X )] 
wt+l t+l 

for all t E T, and 

3.2.6.2. 0 
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we also mention here that by the nonnegativity of the expression in 

part (i) of theerem 3.2.5, we get the nonnegativity of the expression 

in part (ii) • 

3.2.7. COROLLARY. If ris a v-tail vanishing utility, then 

if this expression is well defined. 

3.2.8. DEFINITION. The property as given in corollary 3.2.7 is called 

the property arme of the value function .(anne is the abbreviation of 

asymptotically nonnegative expectation) • 

So the property anne for the value function, introduced in Hordijk (1974) 

(definition 3.7 and theerem 3.9), holds far more generally than only in 

the situation, where the utility has a so-called charge structure 

(see Hordijk (1974) definition 2.12, and our remark after definition 3.2.4). 

By now we have seen a first proef of the result stated in corollary 3.2.6. 

A secend proef of the same result utilizes the opitmality principle 

in an esse~tial way, and so it throws a somewhat different light on 

the situation. Actually, this way of attacking the characterization 

problem was the instigation to this monograph. 

The optimality principle was used for the first time in this manner in 

Groenewegen (1975), to obtain aresult in Hordijk (1974). Afterwards this 

method turned out to be succesful in deriving a similar characterization 

for special kinds of optimality in two-person zero-sum Markov games 

(Groenewegen and Wessels (1977), Groenewegen (1976)), and in Markov 

games with countably many players (Couwenbergh (1977)). These results 

in game theory can be found in chapter 5 and 6 of this monograph. 

3.2.9. SECOND PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2.6. Suppose ~* € TI is v-optimal. 

We first establish 3.2.6.1. Choose te T. Then 

)tJ (X ~* (t;h ) ) for lP * -a.s. h € H , 
t t' t v,~ t t 

by the optimality principle. The right-hand side of this relation equals 
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where we have used the optimality principle again in the last step. 

lP v,n* - a.s. 

Next, we establish formula 3.2.6.2, using the optimality principle. 

by the v-tail vanishing property. This completes the proof of the necessity 

of formulae 3.2.6.1 and 3.2.6.2. 

Now suppose formulae 3.2.6.1 and 3.2.6.2 are valid. Then using 3.2.6.1 
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iteratively, 

EFO [6[0](H ) + X[O](H} w1[1](X1}] 
v,~* 1 1 1 1 

= /o * ra[OJ<H > + x[OJ<H l / 1 ra[ 1J<x A x>+ x[ 1J<x A x l 
v,~ 1 1 1 1 v,~* 2 1' 1' 2 2 1' 1' 2 • 

By lemma 3.2.2 it follows that 

wO(HO} = /o * [6[0](H} + X2[0](H2) w[2](X )] 
v,~ 2 2 2 2 

= /o * [6[0](H} + X[O](H) w[t](X )] 
v,~ t t t t t t 

Using 3.2.6.2 and the v-tail vanishingness, we have 

= E * v0 (H0 ,~*). v,~ 

A third approach to corollary 3.2.6 is given in a proof of Groenewegen 

D 

and van Hee (1977). In this proof a martingale is used, which is introduced 

in Mandl (1974) in conneetion with the average cost criterion for the 

optimal control of a Markov chain. We will use an analogous martingale 

here, without exploiting its martingale properties. This martingale can 

be described as follows: at each instant of time it is the one-step loss 

you incur by choosing some action, minus the expectect one-step loss you 

incur by that action. We will refer to this third approach to corollary 

3. 2. 6 as the martingale approach. 

3.2.10. THIRD PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2.6. This proof is only valid under 

the assumptions of theorem 2.2.1. The expected one-step loss A, incurred 

by choosing strategy ~, in state xt at time t given history 

ht = (x0,a0 , ••• ,xt), is defined for Pv,~- a.a. histories ht by 
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Then the function A is nonnegative, since the first term of the right-hand 

side equals Eh w~!Î<Xt,At,Xt+l), and since by theorem 2.2.1 the value 
t'1T 

tunetion is a supermartingale. we introduce the one-step loss !llinus the 

expected one-step loss at time t by means of a quantity Yt. This Yt is a 

real-valued measurable tunetion on (Ht+l'Ht+l), defined tor each t € Tas 

- X[tO](Ht) wt[t](Xt) [O](H) A(X (t H ).) - xt t t'1T 1 t • 

Then tor all xo € x, 1T € n and t € T 

As x[O](H) is Ft-measurable, 
t t 

X[O](H ) w[t+l](X ) + Xt[O](Ht) wt[t](Xt)} 0 
- t+l t+l t+l t+l • 
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Hence 

0 
F
0 

t 
E I y = 

v,11 k=O k 

t 
I x[OJ<a > A<~ ,11{k;Hkll} 

k=Ok k k 

We let t-+- "'• and conclude on account of the v-vanishinq tail of r, putting 

the second and the fourth term toqether, that 

3.2.10.1. 

E w
0

{a
0

} - lim E e[O]{H) 
\) 1 11 t-+-co \) 1 11 t t 

The first term in the top line of formula 3.2.10.1 is nonneqative by the 

property anne, corollary 3.2. 7. The second term on the same line is non

positive by the first remark of this proof. The inteqrand in the bottam 

line (of 3.2.10.1) is nonneqative by definition. Hence 11 is v-optim~l, or 

equivalently formulated, 

lP - a.s. 
V 1 11 

iff the two terms on the top lineof formula 3.2.10.1 vanish. By the 

definition of recursiveness, the last term on the same line vanishes 

iff for all k ê T 



lP - a.s. 
V,11 

This in turn is nothing else than formula 3.2.6.1, while the vanis~ing 

of the first term on the top line of formula 3. 2 .10. 1 is nothing else 

than formula 3.2.6.2. 

3. 3, REMARKB AND EXAMPLES 

We conclude this chapter with some remarks and examples. 

A: Krebs (1975) uses a stronger optimality concept than v-optimality. 

He calls a strategy 11* € rr optimal iff for all t € T, xo € x and 11 € rr 
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0 

This means that every teil of 11* is optimal even for these histories that 

are possible at the beginning of the teil only by choosing nonoptimal actions 

prior t. This kind of optimality is equivalent to the subgame perfectness 

from Belten (1975). This strenger optimality concept can also be characteri

zed by m~s of conservingness and equalizingness. We do net give this 

characterization now, but we return to it in chapters 5 and 6. 

B: The average reward as it is often used in Markov decision processes, is 
[t] 

a recursive utility, since in that case we can choose et+1 = 0 and 
[ t] 

xt+1 = 1 for all t € T. However, it should be noted that in general the 

v-teil vanishing condition is net fulfilled. Hence in the average-reward 

case v-optimality is characterized by 3.2.6.1 and v-equalizingness 

(definition 2.2.4). The optimality principle (corollary 3.1.5) remains 

valid. 

C: If the utility is recursive and all strategies are v-equalizing (which 

happens for instanee if the reward structure is additive, if there is a 

discount factor S, 0 S S < 1 and if r is bounded; cf. van Nunen (1976) 

and van Hee, Hordijk and van der Wal (1977)), then formula 3.2.6.1 is 

necessary and sufficient for v-optimality. For a fixed t E T this 

formula depends only on 11* by 11~. 
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* . th [0] Let w E n be v-conserving. Suppose for a moment at w
0 

< ~. Then it is 

intuitively clear that almost all actions at' selected by wt in state xt for 

a given history ht' should have the property 

3.3.c.L 

The condition w~O] < ~ , is satisfied, whenever there exists a v-conserving 

strateqy for the situation c, as can be 

If w is v-conserving, then E w0[0~X0 ) 
Vt1T 

•w~t](Xt). Since visalso v-equalizing 

seen by the following reasoning 

"' E e [ O J (H ) + E [ O J (H ) • 
v,1r t t v,1T xt t 

and et[O] is JP -integrable, it 
v,1T 

follows that w
0
[0] . Jl? . t abl ~s V,1T -~n egr e, so 

[0] 
w

0 
(x

0
l < ~ for v-a.a. 

XQ E X. 
Let us call an action, satisfying 3.3.c.1., a conserving action, and 

let us suppose that {a} E A for all a E A. If there exists a v-conserving 

strategy w, we can construct a strateqy w* which selects always the same 

conserving. action in JP -almost all statas x, that can be reached v,1T 
with strateqy w and starting distribution v. The strateqy 1T* is 

v-conserving since it prescribes conserving actions only. It is Markov 

since it depends only on the last state of the history. It is stationary 

since the choice of the action does not depend on the time. And it is 

nonrandomized since only one action is chosen. (See 3.3.F for a 

counterexample against this result, if the condition of the recursiveness 

is sanewha t weakened • } 

Hence we may conclude, that for Markov decision processes with a recursive 

utility and only v-equalizing strategies for a given v, the v-optimality 

of a strateqy implies the existence of a nonrandanized stationary Markov 

strategy which is also v-optimal. Actually the above idea to derive the 

existence of stationary optimal strategies given the existence of an 

arbitrary optimal strategy, is quite commonly used (see e.g. Blackwell 

(1965)theorem 6}. 
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D: The essential negative case (EN). Suppose ·r is a recursive and v-tail 

vanishing utility. Define 

Suppose furthermore 

(i) lim E mt{Xt) 
t:"!'<" \/,71" 

0 for all 71" € rr. 

The condition (1) is a weakened version of the condition C+ in Hinderer 

(1971), and also of the condition C in Schäl (1975). Clearly it is 

satisfied if 

<u> I 
k=O 

with 11 11 the usual supremum norm. The case where the "additive analogue" 

of condition (ii) holds, can be found in Hinderer (1970), where it is called 

the eaaential negative case (EN). we will use this term for the analogous 

situation, covered by condition (i) and the v-tail vanishing property. 

Evidently, each strategy 7r e: Jl is v-equalizing in the EN case, since (i) 

holds, and on the other hand the property anne holds {corollary 3.2.7). 

So v-conservingness is necessary and sufficient for v-optimality. This is 

also established fora more special model in Striebel (1975) •. And by remark 

C it follows for an EN Markov deelsion process, that if there exists an 

optimal strategy, then there exists a nonrandomized stationary Markov 

strategy which is also v-optimal. This generalizes aresult of Strauch (1966) 

for the case that the utility has the v-tail vanishing property. 

E: The condition in D that r is v-tail vanishing is essential, as is shown 

by the following example. 

3. 3 .1. THEOREM. COUNTEREXAMPLE. If r is not v-tail vanishing but only 

recursive, then condition (i) in D does not imply that all strategies 

are v-equalizing. 
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PROOF. We 

Here the 

introduce the following D/F/F/1 process 

1 2 
0 + 0 + 

r1 r2 

r1 

nota ti on 
a 

e (i, a) + 

E p(i,a,j) rj 
jd 

0 

means the following. In state i a "game" r i is played, i.e. if; in state i 

the player chooses action a, then the system moves with probability 

p(i,a,j) to state j, and a one step reward 6(i,a) is earned, not depending 

on the timetand the state j, in other words e~!i (i,a,jl = 6(i,a) for 

all t E T and j E X. (Note that we have used a superfluously complicated 

notation. This notation will be needed later for a more complicated case.) 

The utility function is defined as 

r(h). = { -~ if h = (1,1,1,1, ••• ,1,1, ••• ), 

otherwise. 

In fact, this utility is the usual average gain in a Markov decision 

process, where the one-step gain in state 1 with action 1 equals -1, and 

all the other gains equal 0. It is easily verified that the strategy 

which prescribed always action 1 in state is not equalizing. 0 

F: We here give an example, showing that the result of remark 3.3.C. 

does not hold 'f th ti 1 ak d i h that e [tJ • e assump ons are on y we ene n suc a way, T 

is allowed to be quasi integrable. It turns out what w~O] may be infinite, 

in which case it may be impossible to construct an optimal nonrandomized 

stationary Markovian strategy from a given optimal strategy. 

We introduce the following D/D/D/1 process 



1 

0 + 

1 

~~ 
Ll_j 

rk" 

1 k 

D D __ Q_ 
rk" 

r(h) = ~ 6(~,ak), vis concentrated on {1}. Let n be such, that 
k=O 
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on time 2 in state 2 action k
0 

is selected with probability 1 at time 1, if 
[0] [O] 

the system was in state kó· Then v
0 

(1,n) = ~, hence w
0 

(1) = ~. Each 

[t] 
strategy is v-tail vanishing (except that at is quasi integrable instead 

of integrable) and v-equalizing. However, the value in state 1 of an 

arbitrary nonrandomized Markov strategy is finite. Nevertheless, there 

exists a randomized Markov strategy n* which is v-optimal. (Choose n* 

such that, on time 2 in state 2 action k is selected with probability L,) 
2k 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE C/G/G/1 PROCESS 

' In continuous-time stochastic control processes most attention is paid to 

the case with à finite time horizon. In that situation one can expect, that 

all strategies are equalizing, and that optimality may be characterized by 

some kind of conservingness only. Actually, this type of characterization 

is known already for certain classes of control processes: fe+ processes 

that can be written as the sum of a "nice" deterministic process and a 

Wiener process (Davis and Varaiya (1973)), and for jump processes (Boel 

and Varaiya (1977)). Following Rishel (1970) they call this type of 

conservingness the "principle of optimaliJ ty", or "Bellman' s principle 

of optimality" (cf. our remarks in the introductory chapter). 

Even in the case where Boel and Varaiya (1977) admit an infinite time 

horizon, the equalizing property holds for all strategies, since the 

situation considered there is the continuous-time analogue of the essential 

negative (EN) case with additive rewards (see remark D in chapter 3 

section 3). 

Again we shall characterize optimality in this chapter. In section 1 we 

set up the underlying model. The infinite-time horizon case will be treated 

in sectien 2. In section 3 we study recursive utilities, and we give some 

examples. 

4 .1. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE C/G/G/1 PROCESS 

In the introduetion to the D/G/G/1 process we started with a description 

of the transition mechanism of the process. The transition structure 

enabled us to use Ionescu Tulcea's theorem to construct probability 

measures on the sample space. However, in the continoua-time case there 

is no result like Ionescu Tulcea's theorem. Therefore we prefer tostart 

with measures on the (measurable) sample space. This approach turns out 

to be quite adequate in deriving the characterization of optimality 

as given in sectien 2 of this chapter. 

Thus we avoid the type of problems, that are treated in Doshi (1976) for 

continuous-time Markov deciJsion processes by techniques from Dynkin (1965). 

In stochastic control, problems of this kind are treated using measure 



V 
transformations: ,Benes {1971) introduced the so-called Girsanov measure 

transformations {see Girsanov {1960)) to handle Brownian noise {see also 

Davis and Varaiya {1973)), and Boel, Varaiya end Wong (1975) introduced 

a similar technique to treat jump processes. 

The general C/G/G/1 process is defined here as a tuple 

E:= {T, (X,Xl, (A,Al, U, 

with a set of requiranents. 

- T, the time spaae, is some subset of lR, containing a lowest element, 

say t
0

; 

X is the state spaae, endewed wi th a cr-field X; 

- A is the aation spaae, endowed with a cr-field A; 
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U is the set of aontroZs (in the contineus-time case it is usual to talk 

about the set of controls U, whereas the discrete-time analogue is called 

thesetof strategies TI); 

- {ll? I x
0 

e, X, u e, U} is a set of probability measures on the 
xo,u 

sample spaae <H,Hl = ( X <X x A> t' ® (X 0 Al ) ; 
td td t 

- r is the utility funation. 

The set of requirements will be specified further down. 

Let us first remark that by the notatien H = t~T<H ®Alt we denote the 

cr-field, generated by sets of type tXT<X x A l with Xt e. X and A e. A 
E, t t t 

end Xt x At unequal to X x A for only finitely many t e. T. These 

generating sets are called ayZinders of a finite base. For each te, T 

wedefine a cr-field Ft, which is generated by a special subset of these 

cylinders, namely by sets of type tXT(X x A ) with X e, X ,A e, A , e, T T T T T T 
X x A unequal to X x A for finitely many T, and X X if T > t 

T T T 

and A,= A if' ~ t. Hence for each sequence t 0 < t 1 < t
2 

< ••• in T it 

follows that F c F c ••• c H. 
to t1 

Define H = [ XT <X x A)] x X, the truncation of H at timet. The set 
t TE. 

<<t 

Ht is called the set of histories up to time t. The symbol Ht denotes the 

cr-field induced by H on Ht. If h e, H, then ht is the restrietion of h to 

Ht. 
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We have the following requirements for the controls u E U. The set of 

controlsUis a set of functions u: T x H x A~ [0,1], such that 

u(t,.,.) is a transition probability from (Ht,Ht) into (A,A). Sou is 

nanantiaipative, i.e. u(t,h') = u(t,h") for all te: Tand all 

h', h" E H with h~ h~. This enables us to write u(t,ht,8) insteadof 

u(t,h,8) for any t E T and 8 E A. 
Moreover, we assume 

if u',u" E u, tE T 

all D E A, T E T and 

u (T, h , DJ 
T 

that U is closed under exchange of tails, 

and 8 E Ht' 
h E H 

T T 

u" (t h DJ t T' 

u I (T h Dl • t' 

then there exists a U E U au eh 

if T ~ t and ht e: 8, 

otherwise, 

with ht the restrietion of hT (t ~ t) to Ht. 

i.e. 

that for 

Next we formulate the requirements for the probabili ty measures lP . 
x,u 

Let v be a fixed probability measure on (X,XJ, the so-called starting 

distributian. We assume that lP is measurable in x, and we define ,.., :-- J x, u ...- lP v (dx). 
v,u x,u 

x 

of a probabili ty measure lP h on H for 
t'u 

We also assume the existence 

each ht E Ht and u E U, such that lP h is an Ft-measurable function of 
t'u 

ht' and is concentrated on ht x A x X (X x Al. 
te:T 
t>t 

We suppose, that lPh depends nonanticipatively on u, i.e. for all 
t'u 

T E T and all 8 E F we have lPh , (8) = lPh ,. (8) whenever 
t t'u t'u 

u' ,u•i E U satisfy u' (cr,•) u" ( cr, ·) for t ~ cr < t. 

It fellows that the expecta tion operator, corresponding to lP and 
v,u 

written as E , has a similar nonanticipativity property, viz. 
v,u 

Ev,u'y = Ev,u"y if y is Ft-measurable and u' (t,•) = u"('r,•) for 

T ~ t. A similar result holds for lb , the expectation operator 
t'u 

corresponding to lP 
h t'u 



The correspondence between the measures W 1 t E T is given by 
ht'u 

(i) f f(h) 

H 

lPh~~u (dh) = f f f(h) lP h~,u 
H H 

(dh) lP (dh") 
h~,u 

for any s1t E T with s ~ t, and nonnegative H-measurable function f 1 

(ii) 1 f (h) • g(h) 

H 

I g(h) 

H 

for any t E T, nonnegative H-measurable function g and nonnegative F-
t 

measurable function f (i.e. f(h') = f(h") if h~ = h~, and we write f{h~) 

insteadof f(h')). 

As before1 the random variable H denotes the whole history1 and the 

random variable Ht denotes the history up to time t 1 including Xt the 

state at time t, and excluding At the action at time t. 

Formula (i) and (ii) mean, that the fundamental properties of the 
Ft 

conditional expectation E f(H) holdeven everywhere on H. v,u 

Finally, we give the requirements for the utility function. The utility 

function r: H + lR is assumed to be measurable and quasi integrable 

w.r.t. any lP , u E U arbitrarily chosen and v fixed. v,u 

All foregoing requirements (for the controls, the probability measures 

and the utility function} together with the tuple E define a C/G/G/1 

process. We shall refer to this process as the process E. 

Corresponding to the C/G/G/1 process E, there exists for each t E T and 
[ht] 

ht E Ht a C/G/G/1 process E 1 defined by 

[h J 
E t 

[ht] 
E is called the t-dela:yed p1.'oaeae ( given the hiatoey befor>e time t). 

43 
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{1 E T 1 ;:: t} 

[ht] [ht] [ht] [ht] 
U : = {u T x H x Ä + [0,1] I there exists a u E U 

[ht] [ht] [ht] 
such that u (1,h' ,B) -= u(1,hth' ,B), on T x H x M, 

with hth' the concentenation of ht and h' 

component of ht' has disappeared (cf. the 

in the sense that xt, the last 

introduetion of ~(tJht) in section 

[ht] 
(2.2), and with H ·= X [h ] 

uT t 

(X x A), the samplespace of the t-delayed 

Instead of }ht] called 

the tai l of u from time 

we write ut(ht)' and this symbol is 

[ht] 
t on~ given ht. For all 1 E T we define 

[h ] 
H t := 

1 ( x [h ] 
od' t 

(X x A)) x X, thesetof histories up to ~e 1 of the 

which are the restrietion of H,F ,H respectively. It follows directly, 
1 1 . 

that ut(ht) (1,•,•) is a transition probability, that ut(ht) is nonantici
[h ] 

pative, and that U t is closed under exchange of tails, since u has these 

properties. 

ht 
(B) ( x <X x A) x B), 

lPxÓ,ut (ht) lP ' htx0 ,u sd 
s<t 

[ht] 
(B) = lP h' ( x 

lP h~,ut (ht) ht o'u sd <X x A> x B> • 

s<t 
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Note that the probability measures on the right-hand side of each of bo.th 

equations do not depend on the part of the control before time t, since 

these measures are nonanticipative. 
[ht] 

The nonanticipativity of ~ follows also from the nonanticipativity 
h~,ut (ht) 

of ~h h' • To verify the properties (i) and (ii) for 
t cr'u 

the following notation. 
[ht] 

by f {h) f(hth). Then, using (i) in the second step, we have for 

[h J 
any h~ E: Hcr t 

IJ f(h") 

H H 

= f I f (h") 

H H 

f f 

-~- (dh") ~ h' (dh) 
rvu ht cr'u 

f f (h") 

H 

~h h'" u (dh") ~h h' u (dh"') = 
t T 

1 
T t 0'

1 

~ h h' u (dh") 
t cr' 

[h ] [ht] [ht] 
f t {h") ~h'" u (h) d(h") ~h' (dh'") • 

. T ' .t t o'u 

[ht] 
This establishes property (i) for ~ Property {ii) can be proved 

h~,ut (ht) • 

analogously. 
[ht] [ht] 

Finally we define r by r 
[ht] 

The measurability of r follows 

[ h ] [h ] 
H t + :IR , such that r t (h) = r (hth) • 

[ht] 
utility r 

from the measurability of r. The 
[ht] 

is not necessarily quasi integrabl~ w.r.t. every ~ (h ) , 
).!,Ut t 
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[h J 
with ut(ht) E U t and ~ the marginal probability measure on the t-th 

coordinate of H induced by JP • Here v is our fixed chosen starting v,u 
distribution, and u is any control in U, the tail is which is ut(ht). 

However, for JP 
v,u 

[ht] 
- a.a. ht E Ht the function r is quasi integrable 

[h J 
w.r.t. JP t 

~,ut(ht)' 
since otherwise the quasi integrability of r w.r.t. 

JP would be violated. v,u 

Beside the tail ut (ht) of a control u E U, we define the head pf a aontrol 

u up to time t E Tas a function tu:{TETjT<t} x H x A~ [0,1] with 

tu(T,h) = u(T,h), the restrietion of u to {TETjT<t} x H x A. 
[h J 

It is easy to verify, that the family of processes o:: t I ht E Ht' t E n 
[h ] [h I] 

has the semigroup property, i.e. (E t ) t 
[ht] 

ht E Ht' h~ E HT " 

We will prove this property only for the probability measures of the process. 
[ht] 

Choosing € Ht and h~ E HT , we have 

[ht J [h~ J 
(JP )x~,(ut(ht))T(h~) 

~e semigroup property can be proved even more easily for the other 

components of the process. 

For each t E T the value of a aontrol u, given ht E Ht is a function 

v · H x U ~ JR. wi th 
t" t 

if this integral exists, 

otherwise. 

For each t E T the value given ht E Ht is a function wt: Ht ~ JR. with 



Again in accordance these definitions we have for each t € T and for a 

fixèd starting distribution v 

and 

lP - a.s. v,u 

F 
sup Et r{H). 
UéU v,u 

Analogous to the discrete-time situation we formulate the concept of 

v-optimality. 

4.1.1. DEFINITION. A control u* € U is called v-optimal iff 

vt (Ht ,u*) lP - a.s. 
0 0 v,u* 

Without loss of generality we assume from now on, that t
0 

= 0. So 

v-optimality of a control u* is formulated as w
0

(H
0

) = v0 (H0 ,~> 
lP *-a.s. v,u 
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We want to make one more remark in this sec ti on. In chapter 2 we introduced 

the model of the decision process in the same way as is done in Hinderer 

(1970). In chapter 4 we have replaced the sets of aàmissible actions by 

more directly formulated restrictions on the set of contr~ls. For the rest, 

we have build up the model along the same lines as in chapter 2. However, 

an alternative approach to the model is also possible, and perhaps even 

more transparent. 

Such a set-up should start with a description of the sample space H, 

together wi th a set of probabili ty measures lP h , wi th u an element of a 
t'u 

set of indices U. These measures satisfy the requirements given above. In 

order to have the possibility to "concatenate" measures lP h , for 't > t ,u 
't 

and lP h ,. for 't s t, t fixed, we assume the requirements for the set U to 
,,u 

be satisfied. Then we introduce the function r tagether with its requirements. 
This defines the process E. 
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4.2. GENERAL UTILITY 

The concept of v-optimality wil! be characterized in this section. 

Again this is done by means of v-conserving and v-equalizing strat~gies. 

The derivation of this characterization is similar to that in the 

discrete-time case (cf. the proof of theorem 2.2.5). 

For the proof of the characterization theerem we need the following lemma. 

4.2.1. LEMMA. If u* E U is v-optima!, then for all t E T 

PROOF. Suppose that for some tE T there exists an Ft E Ft with 

lJ? v,u* 

Sa there exists a u E U, such that 

v t ( • , u) > v t ( • , u*) on Ft. 

Define û E u such that ta 

Then using the same arguments as in lemma 2.2.2, we get 

which contradiets the v-optimality of u*. So 

4.2.2. DEFINITION. A control u* E U is called v-conser-ving iff for all 

t
1
,t

2 
E T with t

2 
~ t

1 

ll? *- a.s. v,u 

(It is supposed in this definition that the right-hand side is wel! 

0 
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defined). Sou* is v-conserving iff (wt(Ht), t E Tl is a (continuous-tiiDe) 

martingale w,.r.t. lP v,u*' 

4.2.3. DEFINITION. A control u* E U is called v-equalizing iff 

4.2.4. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for the v-optimality 

of a control u* E U is, that u* is v--conserving and v-equalizing. 

PROOF. Suppose u* is v-optimal. Using lemma 4.2.1 twice, we get 

Ft 
= E 

1 
vt (Ht , u*) v,u* 2 2 

So u* is v-conserving. Also 

lP v,u* - a.s. 

by lemma 4.2.1. Letting t +~we see, that u* is v-equalizing. so v-conser~ 

vingness and v-equalizingness are necessary for v-optimality. 

Now s~po~e u* is v-conserving and v-equalizing, then for all t E T with 

t > 0 

Ft 
lim E * Ev,u* r(H) 
~ v,u 

lim E * vt(Ht,u*) = 
t-- v,u 

And since v0 (H0,u*) s w0 (H0) lP v,u* -a.s., it fellows that 

v0 (H0,u*) = w0 (H0) lPv,u*- a.s. 0 

4.3. RECURBIVE Ul'ILITY 

In this sectien we consider the continuous-time analogues of theorems 3.2.3 

and 3.2.5. The only proof we give is the analogue of the first proof of 

corollary 3.2.6. We start with a definition of recursiveness. 

Let ~t: H + H be defined for each t E T as the function, that maps a his-

tory h into the tail of h beginning with (xt,at). 
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4.3.1. DEFINITION. (i) The processEis called separable iff for all t € T 
[ht] 

and all ht E Ht the set of controls U and the probability . measures 

[ht] . [ht] 
~ , for the process E , do not depend 

xt,u 

(ii) Let the process E be separable. Denote 

on ht. 

[h ] 
H t b 

' y 

for any ht € Ht. The utility r is called reaursive iff for each t,; E T 

with' ~ t there exist functions a~tJ, x~t] and r[tJ, such·th~t 

[0] 
r = r, 

for all h € H[t] and h 

' 
the restrietion of h to H[t] with 

' 
a~tJ H[tJ .... IR, 

' 
[t] H[tJ ..,. IR; x, ' 

r[t] H[t] _,. IR, 

both a[t] and it] measurable and integrable, and r[t] measurable and 

quasi ~ntegrabl:. To ensure the uniqueness of the decomposi tion of r[ t], 

wedefine x;t](h
1

) 0 iff r[1 ](h') =constant for each h' EH[;] withits 

first component x~ equal tothelast component x, of h
1 

€ H;tJ. 

If the process E is separable and if it has a recursive utility, then 

for each tE T there exists a process E[tJ, which is equal to the 
[ht] 

process E for any ht E Ht, except for the fact that the function 
[h ] 

r t is replaced by the function r[t] defined in 4.3.1. In the situation 

of a recursive utility it is this process E[t] that is referred to as 

the t-delayed proaess, and E[t] is the continuous-time analogue of the 

t-delayed process occurring in chapter 3. 



The following lemma is the analogue of lemma 3.1.4. 

4.3.2. LEMMA. If r is a recursive utility, then for all t E T and 

ht E Ht we have 

PROOF. Completely analoqous to the proof of lemma 3.1.4. 
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0 

'l'he next step in the framework of this section is a analogue of lemma 3.2.2. 

4.3.3. LEMMA. If r is a recursive utility, then for each h E H and 

T,t E T with T s t 

(i) 

(ii) x[OJ(h > 
t t 

6[Q](h) + iQ](h) • 6[;] (I;T(ht)), 
T T T T t , 

[ Q J (h ) [ T J (I; (h )) • 
XT T • Xt T t 

PROOF. On 'the one hand 

and on the other hand 

r[O](h) 

eE•J (I;T(htl> + x[•J (I; (h >> • r[t] (l;t(h)). 
t , t T t 

aence, independent of the choice of h, 

Usinq the same arguments as in the proof of lemma 3. 2. 3 we obtain the 

result. 0 
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Now we come to a characterization of v-conservingness, in the context of a 

recursive utility. 

4.3.4. THEOREM. If r is a recursive utility, 

F 
w[t] (X ) = E t [6[t] (1;t(H)) + it] (1;t(HT)) + JTJ (X ) J 

t t \1 1 U T , T T T 

F - a.s. for all t,T € T with T ~ t, is a necessary and sufficient v,u 
condition for the control u € U to be v-conserving. 

PROOF. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of theerem 3.2.3, except 

for the fact that lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are used insteadof lemmas 3.1.4 

and 3.2.2, respectively. 0 

In the continuous-time case we have also the concept of a v-vànishing tail. 

4.3.5. DEFINITION. The utility r is called v-taiZ vanishing iff it is 

recursive, and for all u € U 

(or, equivalently 1im E 
t-- v,u 

This leads to the following theorem. 

4.3.6. THEOREM. If r is a v-tail vanishing utility and u € U, then the 

following two assertions are equivalent 

(i) lim E 
t:-!<0 v,u [wt (Ht) - Vt(Ht'u)] ~ 0, 

(ii) lim E 
[0] 

(Ht) 
[t] 

(Xt) = o. 
t:-!<0 v,u xt wt > 

These formulae should both be read with equality, or both with strict 

inequality. 

PROOF. See the proof of theorem 3.2.5. 0 

Bence in the C/G/G/1 process the analogues of corollary 3.2.6 (a reformula

tion of the characterization of v-optilr.ali ty) and corollary 3. 2. 7 (the 

property anne) hold. 



So by now we have actually proved our remark in the introduetion of 

chapter 4, that the principle of optimality as it occurs e.g. in Rishel 

(1970), Davis and Varaiya (1973), Boeland Varaiya (1977), is precisely 

our concept of conservingness. For so far as in these papers the time 

horizon is assumed to be finite, it fellows that all controls are 

equalizing, so conservingness suffices for optimality. A similar example 

(with a finite time horizon) can be found in Bather and Chernoff (1967), 

whose lemma 3.1 states that conservingness implies optimality. 

Let us discuss some examples with T = [O,oo), i.e. with an infinite 

time horizon. 
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EXAMPLE A: (cf. The model in Boeland Varaiya (1977)). Suppose the process 

E to be separable, and let v be such that JP (x
0

=x
0

J = 1 for all y,u 

u E U and a fixed x
0 

E X. Assume furthermore the existence of a (jointly) 

measurable nonpositive function p: X x A+ lR , called the instantaneous 

rewa:rd or reuJard derwity, such thatfor all u EU and for lP - a.a. hE H 
v,u 

the utility r in the point h can be written as 

r(hl = 1 p(x ,a l d• • 
T T 

0 

It is supposed, that for all u E U 

v
0

(x
0

,uJ = E 1 p(X ,A )dT > x
0

,u T T 

0 

This expression is well defined by the measurability and quasi integrability 

of r. 

It is easy to see, that r is recursive and that for all t, T E T with 

T ;:: t, 

T 

1 p(x ,a )do, 
a a 

t 
f p(x ,a )do 

cr a 
t 

1. 

Since by the monotonicity of the functions 6~0 ], tE T, in a fixed point 
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h E H, 

lim E 
t-l'<" \),u 

6[0] (H ) 
t t 

E I p (X ,A ) dT 
V 1 U T T 

0 

it fellows that r is also v-tail vanishing. 

Using the nonpositivity of pandthefact that lim E w[t](X) ~ 0 by 
~ v,u t t 

theerem 4. 3.6 we conclude that 

lim E w[t](X) = 0 for every u E U. 
t-+<x> \) , u t t 

So each u E U is v-equalizing. Hence u* E U is v-optimal iff for all 

t
1
,t

2 
E T with t

1 
~ t

2 

(i) lP v,u* - a.s. 

This result is the analogue of the second assertien of theerem 4.1. in 

Boel and Varaiya (1977). It is also the analogue of the essential 

negative case, discussed in example 3.3.0. 

Actually, we could have made p dependend on t E T. This is worked out in 

the next example. 

EXAMPLE B: In fact, this example covers the situation described in 

Doshi (1976). Again we assume E to be separable. Let a> 0 be aso-called 

discount rate and let v be a fixed starting distribution. Suppose we have 

an instantaneous reward p: T x X x A+ lR, which is a jointly measurable 

function satisfying IPI s M < oo, such that for t E T, u E U and for 

lP -a.a. h E H the utility r in the point h can be written as v,u 



Sa r is recursive with 

I I [t] I [t] I M Since p ~ M, the functions r are uniformly bounded: r ~ ä· 

From lv~t](Xt,u>l ~ ~ Pv,u -a.s. for all u EU, it fellows that 

i.e. r is v-tail vanishing. Since also lw~t](Xt) I s ~ P -a.s., it v,u 

fellows from theorem 4.3.6, that every u E U is v-equalizing. Hence 

u* E U is v-optimal iff 

(i) 

P v,u* - a.s. 

Also we know, that u* is v-optimal iff for all t € T 

(One part of the assertien follows from lemma 4. 2. 2 and lemma 4. 3. 2 wi th 

the subsequent remark, the other part is trivial) • 

Suppose the decision process satisfies conditions, that enable us the 

u se of theorem 1. 7 in Dynkin ( 1965) (see Doshi (1976) for a precise 
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formulation of all conditions required). One of these conditions is, that 

u is a Markovian control, i.e. that ut does notdepend on the history 

before time t. Dynkin's result says, that for each t E T the function 
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[ t] 
vt is the unique solution of 

(iii) a v(x ,u)= p(t,x ,u(t,x )) +(A (t ) v(•,ut)) (xt). t t t t u ,. 

Here A ( ) is the infinitesimal operator of the process at time t, u t,. 
determined by u. Now suppose u* is a Markovian v-optimal control. Then 

from (ii) and (iii) it fellows, that for all t E T 

lP. * - a.s. v,u 

On theether hand, supposing (iv) to heldfora Markovian control u*, 

it fellows from (iii) that (ii) is fulfilled, so u* is v-optimal. Hence 

(iv) is a necessary and sufficient condition for v-optimality of a 

Markovian control u*. Note that (iv) is the infinitesimal analogue of (i). 

EXAMPLE C: Finally, we want to make some remarks about the average 

reward criterion. Let f be separable and let v be a fixed starting 

distribution. Let p be a jointly measurable function p: X x A'+ lR, such 

that for all u E U and for lP - a.a. h E H the utility r in the point h 
v,u 

can be written as 

t 

r (h) lim l/ p(x ,u )d<. 
t < < 

t--0 

As in the discrete-time case, r is recursive with e[t] = 0 and [t] 
L X, 1 for 

t,< E T,< ~ t, but r is net v-tail vanishing. Then the conservingness 

means, that the process does net move towards a less favourable recurrent 

subset of the state space. Equalizingness means, that the player actually 

receives the gain corresponding to the most favourable recurrent subset 

of the state space he can reach. I think this formulation is helpful 

in interpreting e.g .. the optimality condition in formula 16 of de Leve, 

Federgruen and Tijms (1976). 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE D (AND C} /G/G/2 PROCESS WITH A ZERO-BUM UTILITY 

The main difference between the process in this chapter and that studied in 

the previous three chapters, is that here the decision process is controlled 

by two players. Furthermore, these players have opposite aims, or formu

lated alternatively, the process has a zero-sum utility. 

It is well known that methods used to compute the optimal value, and to 

determine the optimal strategy in two-person zero-sum games, have much 

in common with the methods used in one-player games. (See e.g. Shapley (1953} 

and van der Wal and Wessels (1976}. The survey of Parthasarathy and Stern 

(1976} contains many other interesting references.} Here we show that 

the characterization of optimal strategies in the two-player game is also 

strongly akin to the characterization in the one-player game. On the 

other hand, this characterization in conneetion with alternative notions 

of co~servingness, that are not suitable for a characterization, gives 

more insight in the optimality concept itself. Moreover, some of the 

alternative notions of conservingness lead to characterizations ofother, 

strenger optimality concepts such as subgame perfectness, persistent 

optimality and tail optimality. 

In sectien 1 we describe the model of the more general D/G/G/n process 

(recall that n is the number of players}. In sectien 2 and 3 we restriet 

ourselves to the case n 2 with a zero-sum utility. Several types of 

optimality are introduced and characterized. in sectien 2, and a number 

of counterexamples clarify the differences between these concepts. In 

sectien 3 these results are transferred to the situation with a recursive 

utility. Furthermore an analogue of the optimality principle (corollary 

3.1.5) can be found in this section. In sectien 4 the continuous-time 

case is treated. 

5.1. THE D/G/G/n PROCESS 

The general D/G/G/'n process, where n is the cardinal number of the set 

of players, looks very much like the D/G/G/1 process. We denote the set 

of players by JN • Note that for a fini te n the set JN = U E JN I 0::>.1\<n}. n · n 
The D/G/G/n process is defined by the tuple 
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(T, <X,Xl, (<A (R-l ,A <R-l l t E lN n) , (l (t) I t E lN , t E Tl, 
t n 

I <t> I (pt t E Tl, (r t E lN n)) 

together with a set of requirements. 

Here again T = {0,1, ••• } is the time space, (X,X) the measurable state 

space and (p I t E Tl the family of transition functions. But now there 
t {t) (t) . . (t) 

aren measurable action spaces (A , A ), n fam~l~es (lt , tE Tl and 

n utility functions r (t), t E lN • A (t) is the action space for player 

tand r(t) is his utility. Each ~~t) is a subset of k&
0

cX x A(tl), and if 

(t) (t) (t) (t) 
(x

0
,a

0 
, ••• ,xt,at ) E Lt , then at is called an admissible action 

(t) 
in (x

0
,a

0 
, ••• ,xt) for player t. In a similar way as befere we suppose 

that L~t) E k~O(X ® A (t)) and that theht -section L~t~ of L~t) is 

(t) t 
nonempty for all ht = (x0 ,a0 , ••• ,xt), i E .lN n • 

To describe the behaviour of the process properly, we introduce 

(A, Al := (A {O) x ••• x A (n-1) ,A (O) ® ••• & A (n-1)). The sample space 

(H,Hl is defined as (X x A x X x A x ••• , X® A® ••• ) and (Ht,Htl' the 

space of histories up to time t, is defined as 

(X x A x X x A x ... x X, X ® A ®,. ,® X) wi th t+l factors X and X and 

t factors A and A. Each pt from the set of transition functions is a 

transition probability from (X x A x ••• x X x A, X® A& ••• ® X® A), 

with t+1 factors X,X, A and A, into (X,Xl. The second part of the 

transition mechanism of the process is prescribed by a (simuZtaneous) 
(0) (1) (n-1) (i) strategy ~ = (~ , ~ , ••• ,~ ). Here each ~ is a strategy for 

. (i) (i) (i) player t, and ~t can be written as~ = (n0 , ~ 1 , ••• ) where for 

each t E T the function n~i) is a transition probablity from (Ht,Ht) 

into (A,A), with the extra condition that for all ht = (x0,a0, ... ,xt) E Ht 

the probability measure ~~i) (he.·> is concentratea on thesetof 

admissible actions for player i in ht EH • We also write ~as c~0 ,n 1 , ••• ) 
. (0) (1) (n-1) t 

w~ th ~t = (nt , ~t , •••• ~t ) • It should be noted, that ~t selects 

only cylinder sets in A. The set of all simultaneous strategies ~ is 

denoted by IT, and the set of all strategies n(i) for player i is denoted 

by rr<i~ 



As in chapter 2 the Ionescu Tulcea theerem provides the construction of 

a suitable probability measure lP on the sample space, for each 
xo,ïT 

x
0 

E: X and ïT E TI. This lP is the uniquely determined probabili ty x
0

,1r 

measure for the process which starts in x
0

, with a transition mechanism 

prescribed by ïT and (pt I tE Tl. As in chapter 2, we have a unique 

probability measure lPh for each h E Ht and ïT E TI, and a probability 
t'ïT t 

measure lP for each starting distribution \1 on {X,Xl. From now on \1 \l,ïT 

is assumed to he fixed. 

Defining Lt as 
· I (0} (1) (n-1} 

{{ht,a} ht E Ht' a= (a ,a , ••• ,a } e A 
. (.t} 

WJ.th (ht' a ) 
(.t} ~ (lO 

E Lt }, and defining H as k~O (Lk x X x A x X x A x ••• ) 

we may apply theerem 2.1.1 to conclude that lP (H) = 1 for every x
0

,1r 

x
0 

E X and ïT E TI. 
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We also assume, that for each .t E JN n the function r {.t) : H + lR is Borel 

measurable and quasi integrable wi th respect to each lP The symbols \l,ïT 
H,Ht,Xt,At,Ft,E ,E ,Eh have a similar meaning as before. 

x0 ,1r v,ïT t'ïT 

The va~ue of atrategy ïT for p~ayer .t, given ht is defined as a function 

{.t) 
vt : Ht x TI + lR with 

{ 

E r {.t) {H) 
= ht,ïT 

- "' 

if this integral exists, 

otherwise. 

We will use the notatien (ïT*; .t: ïT(.t)} fora strategy that is obtained from 

ïT* E TI by replacing the component ïr*(.t} by ïT(.t} E TI(.t}. The vaZue for 

p~yer .t, given ht and given 1r* for the other p~yers is a function 

ljl~.t} Ht x TI + lR satisfying 

sup 
ïT (.t) ETI { .t) 
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5.1.1. DEFINITION. A simultaneous strategy n* E. TI is called v-optimal 

(or a v-equi.librium strategy) iff for all 9.. E lN 
n 

lP v,n* - a.s. 

We emphasize that the above type of optimality is precisely the well known 

Nash optimality with respect to a fixed starting distribution v. 

5.2. THE D/G/G/2 PROCESS WITH A GENERAL ZERO-SUM UTILITY 

In this section and the next one we will study the D/G/G/n process with 

n = 2 and r(Ol = -r( 1). This processis called a two-person (or two-player) 
(0) (1) game, and because of the condition r + r = 0 the process is said to 

have a zero-eum utility. The latter condition implies that the two players 

have opposite aims, since a gain for the one player is a loss for the 

other. For this special situation we will change our notation a little: n 

denotes only a strategy for player 0, and p denotes a strategy for player 1; 

a simultaneous strategy is denoted by (n,p), and never by n as in the 
(0) (0) 

general D/G/G/n case; r:= r ; vt:= vt for all t e T, and insteadof 

T (0) 
vt(ht,(n,p)) we write vt(ht,n,p); for all tE wedefine ~t: Ht x TI + lR 

by cpt(ht'nl = l/1~1} (ht'(n,pll and 1Jie Ht x n°l + lR by 1/lt(ht'Pl 

1/I~O) (ht,(n,p}). This means that for all tE T 

E r(H). 
ht' (n* ,p) 

Apparently, v-optimality of a strategy (n*,p*) E TI can be reformulated as 

(0) (1) 
for all n E TI and p E TI • Now we may apply a well known standard 

reasoning (cf. the proof of lemma 5.2.ll tosee, that v-optimality of 

(n*, p *) E TI implies that for lP ( * *) - almost all x0 E X v, n ,p 

sup inf v
0

(x
0
,n,p) 

1T p 
inf sup vo<xo,n,p) 
P n 



An important role in the sequel is played by the functions wt 

t € T, defined by 

wt(ht) z sup inf vt(ht,~,p). 
~ p 
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We cal! wt the saddle 9iven ht. This name may seen a bit misleading" since 

wt is usually called a saddle function iff 

wt(ht) a sup inf vt{ht,~,p) 
1T p 

inf sup vt{ht,n,p). 
p ~ 

In general such a saddle function does not exist. Note however that our 

saddle is really an extension of the usual concept, and moreover it is 

always wel! defined. 

The following results wil! be derived in this section. A characteri~ation 

of v-opti.mality is given in terms of v-conservingness and v-equali~ingness. 

These concepts are defined by use of the functions ~t and ~t. We also intro

duce alternative notions of conservingness and equali~ingness formulated in 

terms of the functions wt. These alternative concepts reveal some weak 

aspects of the v-optimality, but they are nat very useful for a characteri

~tion of v-optimality. However, at the same time these new concepts lead 

to strenger optimality concepts, Which have these weak aspects to a lesser 

degree. The weakest of these opti.mality concepts is persistent optimality, 

introduced in Groenewegen (1976), and the strengest is subgame perfectness, 

introduced in Selten {1965) as perfectness, and reintroduced in Selten 

(1975) as subgame perfectness. Another concept called tail opti.mality, is 

strenger than persistent optimality and weaker than subgame perfectness. 

All these relatively streng types of optimality can be characteri~ed by 

means of different types of conservingness and equalizingness, all 

formulated in terms of the saddles wt. These characteri~ations will be 

derived in this section, with the exception of persistent optimality, that 

wil! be treated in the next section. 

First we give the analogue of lemma 2.2.2. 

5.2.1. LEMMA. If {n*,p*)€ TI is v-optima!, then for all t € T and (n,p) é TI 

vt(Ht'~,p*)::; vt(Ht'~*,p*)::; vt(Ht'~*,p) lPv,(~*,p*)- a.s., 

which means 
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* * vt(Ht,~ ,p ) = wt(Ht) = sup inf vt(Ht,~,p) 

lP ( * *>-a.s. v, 'Ir ,p 

~ p 
inf sup vt(Ht,~,p) 

p ~ 

(0) 
PROOF. Suppose there exist a ~ E n , t E T and Ft E Ft such that 

Then repeating the proof of lemma 2.2.2 this leads to a contradiction, and 

hence for all t E T and ~ E n(O) 

And completely analogously for all t E T and p E n(l) we have 

Summarizing we have for all t E T and (~,p) E n 

Hence for all t E T we may apply the following reasoning, which is rather 

standard 

5.2.1.1. vt (Ht'~*,p*)= inf v t (Ht'v*,p) s: sup inf vt (Ht'~,p) wt (Ht) s: 
p ~ p 

s: sup inf sup vt(Ht,~,p) 
'Ir p ~ 

inf sup vt (Ht'~ ,p) s: sup v t (Ht'~ ,p *) 

S: V (H 'Ir* p*) t t' , 

p 

lP* -a.s. 
v,~ ,p* 

'Ir ~ 

5.2.2. COROLLARY. If (~*,p*) E IT is v-optimal, then for all t E T 

1/lt (Ht,p*) lP v, (~*p*) - a.s. 

D 

s: 
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PROOF. The result follows directly from formula 5.2.1.1. 0 

In order to formulate theorem 5.2.4 we need an extra assumption. 

5.2.3. ASSUMPTION. Let v be a fixed starting distribution and let p* € TI(l) 

and ~* € TI(O) be ~bitrarily chosen. It is assumed, that for all 

~ € TI(O) the functions ljlt(•,p*) are lP ( *) - almost equal toa measurv, ~,p 

(1) 
able function, and that for all p E TI the functions ~t(·,~*) are 

lP ( * ) - almost equal to a measurable function. Moreover it is assumed, v, ~ ,p 
that for all probability measures ll on Ht' t E T, all e: > 0 and all m E lR 

firstly there exist strategies ~' , ~" E TI (O) such that 

V (H ~" p*) > m 
t t' ' 

m}, 

and secondly there exist strategies p • ,p" E n ( l) such that 

V (H ~* p") < m t t' , 

Now we give the analogue of theorem 2.2.1. We need this analogue for the 

derivation of the characterization of tail optimality and persistent 

optimality, at least in this chapter. In chapter 6, however, we derive a 

somewhat different characterization of both these optimality concepts, 

without using theorem 5.2.4. 

5.2.4. THEOREM. Let assumption 5.2.3 be satisfied. Then it holds that 

(0) 
lP ( *) - a.s. for all ~ E TI , 

V' ~ ,p 

(1) 
lP ( * ) - a.s. for all p E TI , 

V' ~ ,p 

i.e. the functions ljlt and ~t forma supermartingale and a submartingale 

respectively. 
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PROOF. Fixing p* E II(l) 1 we are in the situation of aD/G/G/1 process 1 with 

~t as value function. Hence theorem 2.2.1 applies. On the other hand 

fixing TI* E II(O) 1 we may apply the proof of theorem 2.2.11 but now with 

minimi:z:ing instead of maximi:z:ing, and with "greater than" instead of "less 

D 

5.2.5. DEFINITION. A strategy (TI*,p*) E .rr is called v-aonserving iff for 

all t E T 

F 
(i) fjlt(Ht,TI*) == EV~(TI*,p*) fjlt+1 (Ht+l'TI*) lP V, (TI*,p*) -a.s. 

lP v, (TI*,p*) - a .• s. 

ll? V, (TI*,p*) • 

5.2.6. DEFINITION. A strategy (TI*,p*) E II is called v-equa~iaing iff 

(i) lim E [cpt(Ht 1 TI*) - Vt(Ht,TI*,p*)] 
V 1 (TI*,p*) 

t--
0 

5.2.7. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-optimality of 

(TI*,p*) € ll iS that (TI*,p*) is both V-conserving and V-equali:z:ing. 

PROOF. Suppose (TI*,p*) is v-optima!. Then 1r* is v-optima! in the D/G/G/1 

process that arises from fixing p*. Hence formulae 5.2.5 (ii) and 5.2.6 

(ii) hold. Analogously 5.2.5 (i) and 5.2.6 (i) hold, so (TI*,p*) is v

conserving and v-equalizing. 

Suppose (TI*,p*) is v-conserving and v-equalizing. Then by 5.2.5 (ii) 

and 5.2.6 (ii), the strategy TI* is v-conserving and v-equalizing in the 

D/G/G/1 process that arises from fixing p*. Hence for all TI E IT(O) 

lP ( * *) - a.s. V 1 TI ,p 



And analogously for all p e n(
1) 

p ( * *) - a.s. v, 1T ,p 
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These two formulae tagether establish the v-optimality of (TI*,p*). 0 

Now we come to an alternative type of conservingness. 

5.2.8. DEFINITION. A strategy (TI*,p*) e rr is called v-aaddle conserving 

iff for all t € T and (TI,p) € n 

The next theerem is an analogue of lemma 7.1 in Davis and Varaiya (1973). 

5.2.9. THEOREM. If (TI*,p*) e rr is v-optimal, then (TI*,p*) is v-saddle con

serving, provided that assumption 5.2.3 is satisfied. 

PROOF. Combining lemma 5.2.1 and corollary 5.2.2 gives 

P v,(TI*,p*) -a.s. 

Since q>t(Bt'TI*) is a submartingale with respect to any PV,(TI*,p)' we have 

F F 
Wt(Ht) ::;EV~(ff,p) qlt+l (Bt+l'TI*) $EV~(TI*,p) wt+1(Ht+1) PV,(IT*,p*)- a.s. 

Analogously we have 

Ft ~ 
wt(Ht) :i!EV,(TI,p*) ljlt+1(Ht+l'p*) :i!EV,(TI,p*) inf sup Vt+1 (Ht+1'1T,p);;: 

p TI 

However, v-saddle conservingness tagether with v-equalizingness is not 

sufficient for v-optimality (see also Groenewegen and -wessels (1977) ) .• 

0 
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5.2.10. TI:IEOREM.COUNTEREXAMPLE. Even if all strategies are v-equalizing, 

then the v-saddle conservingness of (n*,p*) e rr does not imply its v

optimali ty. 

PROOF. We introduce the following D/F/F/2 process (see theerem 5.2 in 

Groenewegen (1976)}. 

1 1 1 1 2 

'0 '0 1 1 [0 ro ro 
+ 

2 

ro r1 r3 
2 

Here the block notatien should be read as follows. 

6(
. (0) (1)) J.,a ,a 

+ 
E p(i,a (O) ,a (1) ,j) r. 

jeX J 

In state i of a countable state space X a 'game' r i is played, i.e. 

if in state i player 0 chooses action a(O) and player 1 chooses action 

then an immediate reward 6 (i,a·(O) ,a (1)) is earned by player 0, and the 

system moves with probability p(i,a(O) ,a< 1> ,j) to state j. 
00 (0) (1) 

The utility function is defined as r(h) = t~O 6(xt,at , at ), 

(1) 
a 

so r is the usual additive utility. The Markov strategies we study, will be 

given only for the states 2 and 3 in this order, e.g. 

('lf*,p*) == G 2 2 

1 

, 1 

, 1 
.. ') ... 



Here the top row prescribes the actions to be chosen in state 2, and the 

bottom row prescribes the actions in state 3. Hence (n*,p*) prescribes 
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that at each time in state 3 action 1 is chosen both by player 0 and 

player 1, and that in state 2 both players choose action 1 at time O,butat 

all the other times player 0 chooses action 2 and piayer 1 chooses action 1. 

It can be verified very easily that (n*,p*) is v-saddle conserving (with v 

such that ll?v,(v*,p*) cx0 == 3) = 1), since wt (Ht) = 0 ll? v, (v* ,p*) - a.s. 

For all (n,p) € TI the equality wt(ht) = vt(ht,n,p) holds for t ~ 2, since 

for t ~ 2 the system is either in state 1 or in state 0 with probability 1. 

Hence all strategies are v-equalizing. 

Define 

p' := c 
2 

Then it is easy to see that 

v
0

(3,v*,p'l = -9 < v
0 

(3,1T*,p*) 

* * hence (n ,p ) is not v-optimal. 

o, 

0 

However, the following theorem states, that v-optimality itself is not 

sufficient for a type of conservinqness, that is somewhat stronger that 

v-saddle conservinqness. 

5.2.11. THEOREM. COUNTEREXAMPLE. If a strategy (11*,p*) € TI is v-optimal, 

then it is not necessarily true that for all t € T and (TI,p) e TI 

wt (Ht) ::; 
Ft 

wt+l (Ht+1) ll? E v, (v*,p) v,(n*,p) - a.s. 

and wt (Ht) ~ 
Ft 

wt+1 (Ht+1) ll? Ev, (n,p*) v,(TI,p*) - a.s. 

PROOF. We introduce the following D/F/F/2 process, which is a variant of 

the counterexample 5.2.10. 
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1 2 

D '0 
0 2 

+ + 

ro rl ~:~r 1 +~:~r 2 

ro rl r3 

Again r (h) 

lP (X v, (1!,p) 0 
3) = 1 for all (1!,p) E: 11, 

(lf*,p*) :=(1 2 2 ••• 1 1 1 •••) 

1 1 o • o 1 

p' := c 2 :::) 

(The strategies are only given for states 2 and 3 in this order) • Then 

it is not difficult to see that (1T*,p*) is indeed v-optima!, but 

since for hl (3,1,2,2) we have 

lP - a.s., v, (1!* ,p ') 

lP(* ')(H 1 =h 1) V I 1! ,p 

2 ~ E w2 (H2
) 

hl,(lf*,p') 2 - 3 -1. 

2' 

On the ether hand, the conserving property as formulated in the last 

theorem, tagether with equalizingness is not sufficient for optimality. 

0 

5.2.12. THEOREM. ODUNTEREXAMPLE. If a strategy {1T*,p*) E: 11 is v-equalizing 

and if for all t E: T and (1!,p) E: 11 

lP v, (1T*,p) - a.s. 



and ll? * - a.s., v, (Tr,p ) 

then (Tr*,p*) is not necessarily v-optima!. 

PROOF. We introduce the following D/F/F/2 process (see also theorem 3.2 

in Groenewegen (1976)). 

1 2 

1 1 

+ + 

ro ro 

1 0 

2 + + 

ro r1 

ll? (X v, (Tr,p) 0 
1) = 1 for all (Tr,p) € n. 

The strategies are only given for state 1. It can be seen immediately 

that 

(Tr*,p*) = (2 2 ••• , 1 1 ••• ) 

is v-equalizing. In add1tion (Tr*,p*) has the property as formulated in 

theorem 5.2.12. But (Tr*,p*) is not v-optima!, sinoe 

0 
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Now the following conclusions are obvious .. Firstly, conservingness 

formulated in terms of the saddle function wt seems not very useful in a 

characterization of optimality. Secondly, counterexample 5.2.11 shows 

that optimality of a strategy (Tr*,p*) does not imply for instanee that Tr* 

exploits the mistakes of player 1. 
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It so happens that optimality concepts can be defined in which the 

strategies of each player do exploit the mistakes of the counterplayer 

more or less, and which can be characterized in terms of the saddle function. 

One of these concepts is given now, two other concepts will be given later 

on, one at the end of this section and the other in the next section. For 

a good understanding of the definitions of these concepts, it is important 

to note, with respect to what pairs of s·trategies (TT ,p) we require an 

(in) equality to hold ll? ( ) 
V 1 TT,p 

- a.s. 

5.2.13. DEFINITION. A strategy (TT*,p*) € IT is called v-subgame pePfeat iff 

for all t € T and (TT,p) € rr 

ll? ( ) - a.s. 
V 1 TT 1 p 

Corresponding to this new type of optimality, we define new conserving 

and equalizing properties. It will be proved that together they characterize 

subgame perfectness. We first give the new conservingness. 

5.2.14. DEFINITION. A strategy (TT*,p*) € rr is called v-ovePatt saddting 

iff for all tE T and (TT,p) € rr 

ll? v, (TT ,p) - a.s. 

We now give the new equalizingness. 

5.2.15. DEFINITION. A strateqy (TT*,p*) € rr is called v-ovePaZZ asymptotiaaZZy 

definite iff for all t € T and (TT,p) e IT 

F 
;:: EV~(TT,tpp*(t;Ht))[ Wt+T(Ht+T) - Vt+T(Ht+T'Tf'tpp*(t;Ht))]- O 

and 
F 

lim E t [ W ·· ( H ) - V (H TTTT * ( t H ) p) ] + 
V,(tTTTT*{t;Ht),p) t+T t+T t+T t+T't I t 1 

T-><x> 

o. 
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The names we have chosen, may seem a bit strange. The reasen is that the 

names v-saddling and v-asymptotically definite have been reserved for concepts 

that will be defined later in this chapter, 

5.2.16. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-subgame per

fectness of a strategy (~*,p*) ~ rr is, that (u*,p*) is both v-overall 

saddling and v-overall asymptotically definite. 

PROOF. Suppose (~*,p*) is v-subgame perfect. First we prove the v-overall 

saddlingness, 

Ft 
= E *( ) *( 1 )) vt+l(Ht+l'tuu*(t;Ht)'t+lpp*(t+l:Ht+t) = v, (tu~ t;Ht 't+lpp t+ ;Ht+l 

lP ( ) - a. s, v, ~,p 

(In the first and the last step we used the subgame perfectness.) 

Analogously 

lP - a.s. v, (~,p) 

In order to show that (~*,p*) is v-overall asymptotically definite, we 

note that for all 1 ~ 0 

- a.s. 

F 
H lim E t * ( (H ) (H * (t H ) ) ) ]+ 0 ence ;+= v,(tu~ (t;Ht),p) wt+T t+T - vt+T t+T'tuu ; t ,p ' 

And analogously 
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Now assume (ff*,p*} is v-overall saddling and v-overal asymptotically definite. 

Using that (ff*,p*} is v-overall saddling we get that 

Using that (n*,p*} is v-overall asymptotically definite, we may conclude 

that 

ll? v, (n,p) - a.s., 

and analogously 

In addition to this rather strong type of optimality we define and 

characterize two others types of optimality. For v-tail optimality this 

will be done now. For v-persistent optimality. this is to be done in the 

next section. 

5.2.17. DEFINITION. A strategy (n*,p*) € ll is called v-tail optimal iff 

for all t € Tand (n,p} € n 

0 

It can be verified very easily that v-subgame perfectness implies v-tail 

optimality, and that v-tail optimality implies v-optimality. 

5.2.18. DEFINITION. A strategy (n*,p*) € ll is called 

(a} v-taiZ saddling iff for all tE T and (n,p} E n 
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(i) 

lP v, (n*,p) - a.s. 

lP v, (n,p*) - a.s. 

{b) v-aaymptotiaaZZy definite iff for all t E T and (n,p) E TI 

Ft 
(i) lim E { * ) [ wt+t (l:!t+t) -

t-- v, 11" ,p 
* J+ vt+t(l:!t+t'n ,p) = 0 lP v,(n*,p) - a.s. 

Ft 
wt+t (l:!t+t) vt+t(l:!t+t'n,p*)]-{ii) lim E { *) [ - 0 lP * - a.s. 

t..- v, n,p v,(n,p) 

5.2.19. TBEOREM. Suppose assumption 5.2.3. holds. A necessary and sufficient 

condition for v-tail optimality of a strategy (n*,p*) E TI is, that {n*,p*) 

is v-tail saddling and v-asymptotically definite. 

PROOF. Assume (n*,p*) is.v-tail optima!. To show the v-tail saddlingness, 

we first note that analogously to the proof of theorem 5.2.16 we have 

Ft 
= E * *( 1 )) vt+l(l:!t+l'n*,t+lpp*(t+l;l:!t+l)) v,{n 't+lpp t+ ;Ht+1 

~ ~ 
= E * * w (H ) = E * wt+l (Ht+l) v, (n 't+lpp (t+l;Ht+l)) t+l t+1 v, (n ,p) 

lP { * ) - a.s. v, 11" ,p 

Next we note that v-tail optimality implies, that 
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Hence, using theorem 5.2.4, which applies by assumption 5.2.3, we may 

conclude 

F 

$t{Ht'tpp*{t;Ht)) ~ Ev~{tu*u(t;Ht)'tpp*(t;Ht)) 

lP v, (u*,p) - a.s. 

Analogously we have 

F F 
EV~(u,p*) Wt+l(Ht+l) s;wt(Ht) s; EV~(tn*(t;Ht),tp*p(t;Ht)) 

This establishes the v-tail saddlingness. 

Since for all T ~ 0 we have, that 

it follows that 

lP v, (u,p*) - a.s. 

lP v, ( n*, P). - a.s. , 

0 lP v, (u*,p) - a.s. 

This establishes the v-asymptotic definiteness, since the other part of 

definition 5.2.18(b) can be proved in the same way. 

Now suppose (u*,p*) to be v-tail saddling and v-asymptotically definite. 

We are to show, that (u*,p*) is v-tail optimal. Firstly we have 

Pv,(w*,p) -a.s. 



Secondly it fellows, that 

F 
wt(Ht) ~ EV~(tn*n(t;Ht)'tpp*(t;Ht)) lf!t+l (Ht+l'tpp*(t;Ht)) 2!: 

Analoqously it holds, that 

lP ( * ) - a.s. v, 7f ,p 
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lP v, (n,p*) - a.s. 

which completes the proof. 

5.3. THE D/G/G/2 PROCESS WITH A RECURSIVE ZERO-SUM UTILITY 

In this sectien the results of the previous sectien will be specialized 

to the recursive case. 

0 

Recursiveness in this sectien is just the same as it is in chapter 3, i.e. 

the D/G/G/2 process is t-separable for every t € T, and there exist functions 

e[tJ, x[t] and r[t] with t,r € T, such that r[O] =rand r[t](h) =O[t](h) + 
t t t t t 

[ t] [ r] r-t · "" 
+x (h)r (I; (h))forallh=(xt,at, ••• )=(h,a,x 

1
, ••• )~::X(XxA). 

t t t t t+ k=t 

(For details see definitions 3.2.1, 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Note that now (quasi) 

integrability is required with respect toeach lP ( ) instead of lP ,) v, n,p v,TI 

From now on in this sectien r is supposed to be recursive. This has as an 

immediate consequence that lemma 3.2.2 applies, i.e. we have 

5. 3.1. LEMMA. If r is a recursive utility, then for all t E T and ht E Ht 
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Moreover, lemma 3.1.4 applies directly if ~tor ~t is substituted for the 

value function wt in chapter 2 and 3. lts proof can even be repeated for 

the saddle wt of this chapter. As in chapter 3 we denote by ~~t] (etc.) 

the function ~ 1 (etc) for the t-delayed process. 

5.3.2. LEMMA. If r is a recursive utility, then for all t E T, ht E Ht 

ana (1T,p) E n 

~t(ht'p) = a~0 J(ht) + x~0 J(htl ~~tJ(xt'p(t;htll, 

wt(ht) = e~O](ht) + X~O](ht) w~t](xt), 

So we are in a position to prove the following analogue of theorem 3.2.3. 

5.3.3. THEOREM. If r is a recursive utility, then 

(ii) 

+ [t](X A X ) [t+l] * 
xt+l t' t' t+l ~t+l <"t+l '" tt+l;Ht+l> l J, 



< 
(iii) wt(ht) > E * * wt+l(Ht+l) is equivalent to ht'(1T,p) 
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PROOF. The proof is completely the same as the proof of theerem 3.2.3, 

except that lemma 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 are used insteadof lemma 3.2.2 and 3.1.4. 

0 

The property v-tail vanishingness is ~ssentially the same as in chapter 3, 

i.e. r is recursive and for all (1T,p) € n 

5.3.4.1. lim E Xt[O](Ht) vt[t](Xt 1 1T(t;Ht),p(t;Ht)) 
t-- v, (1T,p) 

0 • 

Now the analogue of theerem 3.2.5 fellows immediately. 

5.3.5. THEOREM. If r is a v-tail vanishing utility, then 

(i) li.m E v, (1T, p) [lflt (Ht,p) - V t (Ht' 1T t p)] > 0 is equivalent to 
t--

lim E iO] (H ) [t] = 0, 
t-- v, (1T,p) t t lflt (Xt'p (t;Ht)) > 

(ii) lim E 
V, (1f 1 p) [q\ (Ht,1T) - vt(Ht,1T,p)] < 0 is equivalent to 

t--

lim E X[O](H ) [t] 
~ 0 

t;+a> v, (1T,p) t t Qlt (Xt'1T(t;Ht)} 

< 
(iii) lim E [wt (Ht) vt(Ht'1l,p)] = 0 is equivalent to v, (1l,p) > 

t--

iO)(H) w~t] (Xt) 
< 

lim E = 0. v, (1! ,p) t t > 
t--

PROOF. Use the proof of theerem 3.2.5. 0 

Both theorema together lead in a straightforward way to the following result. 
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5,3,6. COROLLARY. Let r be a v-tail vanishing utility. A necessary and 

sufficient condition for v-optimality of (TI*,p*) E rr is the validity of 

the following four assertions for all t E T 

[t]( x ) [t+1] *. ))] 
+ xt+1 xt,At' t+1 wt+1 <xt+1'P <t+l;Ht+1 lP Vr (TI* ,p*) 

5 3 6 2 m[t](X TI*(t•H )) EFt [6[t](X A X ) + 
• ' • • '~'t t' 1 t = V, (TI* ,p*) t+1 t' t' t+l 

[O](H ) ,,,[t](X p*(t·H )) 0 
5.3• 6 •3•!!: EV,(TI*,p*) Xt t o/t t' 1 t 1 

To be.able to characterize v-subgame perfectnessin a similar way as 

v-optimality, we need the following concept. 

-a.s., 

5.3.7. DEFINITION. A recursive utility is called v-overall tail vaniahing 

iff for all t E T and (TI,p) E rr 

F [0] [T] 
5.3.7.1. lim Et X (H) V~ (X~,TI(T;H~),p(T;H~)) = 0 

T-+«> V, (TI,p) T T ' , ' ' 

lP V, (TI,p) - a.s. 

It should be noted that in general the v-overall tail vanishing property 

does not imply the v-tail vanishing property, since in formula 5.3.7.1 

we have almost sure convergence, and in formula 5.3.4.1 we have convergence 
1 which is only slightly weaker than L convergence. There exists a standard 

example of nonnegative functions fn converging a.s.toa function f, butnot 

in L
1 

sense. By the nonnegativity of the 's this example shows at the same 
1 time, that a.s. convergence in general does not imply the "L convergence in 

the above weaker sense". After corollary 5.3.9 we will discuss a sufficient 

condition for this implication to be true. 
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5.3.8. THEOREM. If r is a v-overall tail vanishing utility, then 

F < 
lim Et [w (H) - v (H ,n,p)] > 0 is equivalent to 
T+ro v,(n,p) T T T T 

PROOF. Analogous to the proof of theerem 3. 2. 5. 0 

Applying theerem 5.3.3 and 5.3.8 we obtain the following result. 

5.3.9. COROLLARY. Let r be a v-overall tail vanishing utility. A necessary 

and sufficient condition for v-subgame perfectnessof (n*,p*) € IT is the 

validity of the following three assertions for all t € Tand (n,p) E IT 

F [t] [t] [t+t] 
5.3.9.1. E t [6 (X ,A ,X ) + Xt+l (Xt,At,Xt+l) Wt+l (Xt+l)] .s; v, (1f,tpp*(t;Ht)) t+l t t t+l 

ll? v, (n,p) - a.s. 

ll? ( ) - a.s. v, n,p 

ll? v, (n,p) - a.s. 

It is well known (see e.g. Meyer (1966) section II.2) that uniform 
1 1ntegrability is a necessary and sufficient condition for L converganee 

of a sequence of random variables that converge almost surely. Suppose 

that r is v-overall tail vanishinq. Fix t € T and (n,p) E TI. Then we have 

ll?v, (n,p) -a.s. converganee (to zero) of 
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Àt (H) := /t iO]{H) V~T]{X~ 1 1T{T;H~),p(T;H~)) 
,t v, (11,p) 1: 1: ' ' ' ' 

1 for 1: + ~ • In order to have also L converganee (with respect to the 

measure lP { ) ) of the functions À , 1: 2: 0, i t is necessa:ry and 
V, 11,p t,T 

sufficient that these functions are uniformly integrable, i.é. 

lim sup 
t-- -r2:0 

I Àt <h> I lP < > <dh> 
1 1: V, 1T,p 

This gives rise to the following theorem. 

0 • 

5.3.10. THEOREM. A strategy {1T*,p*) ~ IT is v-tail vanishing if it is v-tail 

overall vanishing, pr.ovided that for every (11 1 p) E IT there exist real 

numbers M,N, such that 

E ( ) r {H) v, 1T,p 

and M < 

PROOF. Fix (11,p) € IT. For all 1: 2: 0 

This means that E IÀo,~(H) I ~ M < ®, v, (11,p) ' 

He nee Jsup I ÀO (h) I lP { ) (dh) < "'. 
t ,-r v, 1T,p 



So 0 lim sup 
J 

sup I ÀO,T(h) I lP v, (11 ,p) {dh) ;;: 
C-l<XI T T 

{supiÀ0 l>c} 
T ,T 

;;: lim sup 
J 

sup I ÀO,T(h) 1. lP v, (1T,p) (dh) ;;: 
C-l<XI T T 

{I Ào I >c} ,, 

;;: lim sup J I Ào, ,<h> I lP ( )(dh);;: 0. 
c- T v, 1T,p 

{jÀ0 )>c} 

This implies that the sequence of functions ÀO , T ;;: 0 is uniformly 
,T 

integrable. 

Hence the L
1 

limit of ÀO (H) exists, and is equal to zero since the 
,T 

lP ( ) - a.s. limit is zero. So v, 1T,p . 

0 lim E I Ào (Hl - o I 
,._ V, (1T,p) ,T 

lim E ÀO (H), 
,._ V 1 (1! 1 p) 1 T 

which is precisely the v-tail vanishing property. 
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0 

It seems worthwile to note that, if for a discrete state space the condition 

for theorem 5.3.10 is satisfied for all degenerate starting distributions 

v, and if moreover N = 0 for all (1T,p) € TI, then the utility has a so-called 

charge structure as introduced in Hordijk (1974) for the convergent 

dynamic programming situation. 

For the v-tail optimali.ty a characterization can be given, similar to the 

characterization in theorem 5.3.9. 

5.3.11. COROLLARY. Let r be a v-overall tail vanishing utility, and let 

assumption 5.2.3 hold. Anecessary and sufficient condition for v-tail 

optimality of (11*,p*) ~ TI is the validity of the following inequalities 

for all t ~ T and (1T,p) € TI 
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5.3.11.1. 
F 

E t * ca(tJ< > 
( * (t H) (t,Ht)) t+1 Xt,At,Xt+1 + V, tTI TI ' t 'tpp 

s ( ) s Ft [8 [ t] (X A x ) + 
wo xt Ev, (TI*,p} t+1 t' t' t+1 

lP * -a.s., 
V, (TI ,p) 

5.3.11.2. 

+ [ t] (X A X ) [ t+1 J * 
Xt+1 t' t' t+l cpt+l (Xt+l'TI (t+l;Ht+1)}] lP v, (TI,p*) -a.s., 

5.3.11.3. 
Ft [O](H} [T] 

(XT) 0 lP limE (*) w :s - a.s., 
T_,.." V, TI , p XT T T v,(TI*,p) 

5.3.11.4. 
Ft [O](H) JTJ (X ) ;.:: 0 lim E ( *) lP v, (TI,p*} - a.s. V, TI,p XT T T T T_,.." 

PROOF. The reason that for this corollary weneed an extra proof, whereas 

the statements of corollary 5.3.9 and 5.3.6 are immediate, is that herewe 

need a result, that is a variatien of theerem 5.3.3. The result is the 

following. If r is a recursive utility, then 

JtJ(x) > E [8[t](X A X ) + [t](X A X ) ljl[t+l] {t 1 H }}] 
t t - ht' (TI,p) t+l t' t' t+l xt+l t' t' t+l t+1 ,p + 1 t+1 ' 

and analogously 
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Its proef is precisely the proef of theerem 5. 3. 3. Now corollary 5. 3 .11 

fellows immediately from theerem 5.3.8 and 5.3.3, and the above result. 0 

In chapter 3 we have given two more proofs of the characterization of 

v-optimality, one by the martingale approach, and another making use of 

the optimality principle. It is possible to repeat these proofs for the 

situation described here, but we shall confine ourselves to the proef, 

that for a recursive utility the analogue of the optimality principle 

holds. 

5.3.12. THEOREM. If r is a recursive utility and (n*,p*) € n is v-optimal, 

then for all t € T (n*(t;ht),p*{t;ht)) is ~-optimal for F ( * *) - a.a. v, n ,p 

ht € Ht, with ~ = F (
2

t(+!) *) the marginal probabili ty on the 2t + 1 - th v, n ,p 

coordinate of H, that is the state space at time t. 

PROOF. From corollary 5.2.2 we know that 

F v, (1r*,p*) - a.s. 

Hence by lemma 5.3.2 

F v, (1r*,p*) - a.s. 

In other words for all P € n<l) 

F v, (1!* ,p*) - a.s. 0 
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5.3.13. DEFINITION. The property as formulated in the above theerem is 

called the optimatity principle for a two-pereon zero-sum game. 

It can beseen from the first inequality of formula 5.3.11.1 and from the 

last of 5.3.11.2 that v-tail optimality of a strategy is a strenger form 

of the optimality principle. 

Finally we want to introduce another concept of optimality, called 

v-persistent optimality. This new concept seems to make sense, only if 

the D/G/G/2 process is separable and moreover stationary, and if the 

utility is recursive in a etationary ûJa.y."Stationarity" of the process 

means, that the admissibility of an action does not depend on time t, 

and tha t the transition functions p t do not depend on t ei ther. Wi th 

"recursiveness in a stationary way" we mean, that for all t € T the 
[t] . [t] [0] [t] [0] 

function r = r, which ~plies xt+l = xl =; x and et+l = el =: a. 

Both stationarity conditions tagether imply, 
w[t] = 

T 

CtJ 
that vT = v-r-tand 

~-r-t' since the set of tails of strategies from time t on is equal 

to the set of strategies itself. These remarks should be kept in mind 

while reading the following definitions, especially when we allow a 

str ategy 11* or p* to prescr ibe actions from time t on instead of time 0. 

In the remainder of this sectien it is supposed, that these stationarity 

conditions are satisfied for the process as well as for the utility. 

5.3.14. DEFINITION. A strategy (1r*,p*) € IT is called 

(a) v-persistently optimal iff for all t E T and (7r,p) E rr 

JP ( * )-a.s., v, 1f ,p 

(b) v-eaddling iff for all t E Tand (7r,p) E rr 



F 
S w0 (Xt) S EV~(n*,p) (6(Xt,At,Xt+1) + X(Xt,At,Xt+l)WO(Xt+l)] 

JPv,!n*,p)- a.s., 

lP ( *) - a.s. v, n ,p 
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5.3.15. THEOREM. Let assumption 5.2.3 hold, let r be a v-overall tail 

vanishinq utility, and let the stationarity conditions be satisfied both 

for the process and for the utility, A necessary and sufficient condition 

for v-persistent optimality of a strateqy (rr*,p*) ~ rr is, that (n*,p*) 

is v-saddling and that formulae 5.3.11.3 and 5.3.11.4 hold. 

PROOF. Fran the stationarity of the process and the utility, fran lemma 

5.3.2 and from theorem 5.3.3 toqether with its extension needed in the 

proof of theorem 5.3.11, we may reformulate the assertion of theorem 

5.3.15 as follows. Suppose assumption 5.2.3 holds. The validity of the 

inequalities 

·5.3.15.1. lP v, (n* ,p) - a.s. 

lP v, (rr,p*) - a.s. 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the followinq 

assertion and inequalities 

5.3.15.3. (n*,p*) is v-asymptotically definite, 

5.3.15.4. 

JPv,(n*,p)- a.s. 
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5.3.15.5. 

[0] * 
• !pt+1 (Ht+1't'!f 11 ) lP v, (n,p*) - a.s. 

The proof of this statement is completely analogous to the proof of 

theerem 5.2.19. D 

REMARK. Fr om the proof of this theerem i t fellows tha t formulae 5. 3.15 .1 

and 5.3.15.2 mayalso serve as a definition of v-persistent opttmality, 

and that formulae 5.3.15.4 and 5.3.15.5 may serve as definition of 

v-saddlingness. 

We want to make one more remark about the v-persistent opttmality. Assuming 

r to be a v-overall tail vanishing ut~lity we may use the characterization 

of theorem 5.3.15. It is easy to see, that the first inequality in formula 

5.3.15.1 expresses the optimality (for player 1) of p* in lP ( ) -
v, n*,p 

almast all Xt' and that the last inequality in formula 5.3.15.2 expresses 

the optimality (for player 0) of n* in lP - almost all X v,(n,p*) t" 

Recall, that the sets of admissible actions L!t) and the transition probabi-

lities p~~) do notdepend on t. Then, if (n*,p*) is notonly v-persistently 

optima!, but also J.l-optimal for every starting distribution 1J, the first 

inequality of 5.3.15.1 and the last of 5.3.15.2 are automatically satisfied. 

And this last condition holds e.g. if the state space is discrete and v 

is a starting distribution that gives positive probability to every state. 

So in this particular situation v-tail optimality implies v-persistent 

opttmali ty. 

5. 4. THE C/G/G/2 PROCESS WITH A ZERO-SOM UTILITY. 

In this section we will extend the results of both previous sections to 

the continuous-time case. We will start with a description of the general 

C/G/G/n process. Then we will derive, as in chapter 4, characterizations 

of the various optimality concepts for the case n 2 and a zero-sum 

utility. The case n ~ 2 and a nonzero-sum utility will be treated in 

chapter 6. We will try to avoid duplications of descriptions and proofs 

as much as possible by referring to earlier proofs. 



The general C/G/G/n process, with n a cardinal number, is defined as a 

tuple 

I <t> <t> <t> I (lP (O) (n-1) x 0 E X, u E U l, (r t E lN nl). 
x

0
, (u , ••• , u ) 
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As before, T is the time space, (X,Xl the measurable state space, (A(t) ,A(t)l 

the measurable action space for player t, U(t) the set of controls for 

player t, lP ( (0) (n-1)) a probability measure on the sample space xo, u , ••• ,u 

(H,Hl "' (X {X x (A(O) x ••• x A(n-1ll}, 
tET 

® {X x (A(Ol ® ••• * A(n-1ll} 
tET 

and r(t) the utility function for player t. wedefine by (A,Al = 

= (A (O) x ••• x A (n-1), A (O) 0 ••• 0 A (n-1)), the set of simultaneous actions, 

and Ft is the cr-field generated by sets of type X (X x A ) with 
tET t t 

Xt E X,A € A,X x A unequal to X x A for finitely many t $ tand 
t t t 

x 
t 

X if t > t and A = A if t ~ t. This implies F c 
t ~ 

for each sequence t
0 

< t
1 

< in T. 

Define H = [ X (X x Al] x X, and let h E H. The symbol ht denotes the 
t 'tET,t<t 

truncation of h contained in Ht. The set of simultaneous controls is 

defined as U= U(O) x ••• x U(n-1). Each u(t) E U(t) is a function 

u(t): T x H x A(t) ~ [0,1] such that u(t) (t,•,•) is a transition probability 

from (Ht,Ht) into (A(t) ,A<t>). Hence u is nonanticipative, i.e. 

u(t,h') = u(t,h") for all tE Tand h', h" E H with h~ = h~. Moreover, 

each set u<tl is assumed to be closedunder exchange of tails (cf. section 4.1). 

Let v be an arbitrary starting distribution on (X,X). We assume that lP x, u 

is measurable in x, and we define lP = J lP v (dx) • Furthermore we v,u x,u 
x 

assume the existence of a probability measure lP on H for each 
ht,u 

ht E Ht and u EU, such that JI>ht,u is an Ft-measurable function of ht' and is 
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concentrated on ht x A x X (X x Al • We suppose that lP h depends 
T>t t'u 
TET 

nonanticipatively on u, and that lP satisfies the conditions (i) and 
ht'u 

(ii) insection 4.1. 

The utility functions r (l) :H + lR with t .:: :tl 
n 

and quasi integrable w.r.t. lP for all u E: U v,u . 
The symbols E~,u' Eht,u'H'Ht,Xt and At are used 

are supposed to be measurable 

and for \1 fixed. 

in the same manner as 

before. Correspondinq to the C/G/G/n process r, there exists for each t E: T 
[ ht] 

and ht .:: Ht a C/G/G/n process r , that is called the t-delayed process. 

[ h ] 
The description of r t is completely analoqous to the description of the 

t-delayed processin section 4.1. 

w The va~ue of aontroo~ u foro p~ayero R. .. given ht is a function v t 

with 

vt(t) (ht,u) = E r(t) (H). 
ht'u 

H xU+lR 
t 

Usinq the notation (u*;t:u (R.)) for a control that is obtained from u* E: U 

by replacinq the component u*(t) by u(t) € u<tl, wedefine the va~ue foro 

p~yero l given ht and given u* foro the othero p~a:yeros as ljl~l): Ht x U+ lR 

with 

,,, (l) (h *> 
"'t t'u 

sup 
u(l).::U(t) 

- co 

E () r{l) (H) if this inteqral 
ht' {u*;t:u l ) 

exists, 

otherwise 

5.4.1. DEFINITION. A control u* .:: U is called v-optima~ (or a v-equi~ibroium 

aontroo~) iff for all l € JNn 

lj!~t) (H
0

,u*l = v~R.) (H
0

,u*) lP v,u* - a.s. 

In the remainder of this section we will restriet ourselves to the two

person zero-sum case: n = 2, r(O) + r( 1) = 0. As in sectien 5.2 and 5.3 

we define r r (O), vt v~O) ,: and the sadd~e (funation) wt:. Ht + lR 



As before we suppose, that the expressions occurring in the definitions 

are well defined. 

5.4.2. DEFINITION. A control u* € U is called v-aonaerving iff for all 

t
1
,t

2 
€ T with t

2 
;?; t

1 

(i) ,,, (0) *) 
'~'t (Ht ,u 

1 1 

(i i) 

F 
t1 (0) * 

E * Ijlt (Ht I u ) 
v,u 2 2 

lP * - a.s., v,u 

lP * - a.s. v,u 

5.4.3. DEFINITION. A control u* € U is called v-equaZizing iff 

(i) lim E v,u* [1/J~O) (Ht'u*) - vt(Ht,u*)] o, 
t-><» 

(i i) lim E * [.p2> (Ht ,u*) - V t (Ht,u*)] 0. 
t-><» v,u 
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5.4.4. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-optimality of 

a control u* € U is that u* is v-conserving and v-equalizing. 

PROOF. Combining the proof of theorem 5.2.7 with the characterization for 

· the C/G/G/1 case ( theerem 4.2. 4) gives the result. D 

As befere we use the symbol u~~) (ht) to denote the tail of control u(~) 
(~) 

from time t on, given the history before time t. The symbol tu denotes 

the head of control u(~) befere timet. 

Again we suppose, that the expressions occurring in the definition are 

well defined. 

5.4.5. DEFINITION. A control u* € U is called 

(i) v-subgame perfeat iff for all u E U and t E T 
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v (H u(O) u{l)u*(l) (H )) s wt(Ht) s v (B u{O)u*{O) (H) u 11 )) 
t t' 't t t t t't t t , 

lP - a.s. v,u 

{ii) v- overaZZ saddZing iff for all u E U and t
1
,t2 E T with t 2 ~ t

1 

Ft 
< E 1 
- v ( u<Olu•<Ol(a ),uOl) 

, t t t 
1 1 1 

lP -a.s., 
v,u 

{iii) v-overaZZ asymptoticaZZy definite iff for all u E U and t E T 

and 
lP - a.s. v,u 

lP - a.s. v,u 

5.4.6. TBEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-subgame perfectness 

of a control u* E U is that u* is v-overall saddling and v-overall asympto

tically definite. 

PROOF. Completely analogous to the proof of theorem 5.2.16. 0 

For a control u* E U we can define v-persistent optimality, v-tail optimality, 

v-saddlingness, v-tail saddlingness and v-asymptotical definiteness in the 

same way. But, since we did not formulate the continuous~time analogue of 

theorem 2.2.1, we cannot give proofs of the corresponding characterizations 

similar to the proofs of theorems 5.2.19 and 5.3.15. In chapter 6, however, 

we shall derive a slightly different characterization for a more general 
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situation. 

From now on we suppose r to be recursive, i.e. for all t,T € T with T ~ t 

and h € H 

r[O] (h) == r(h) 

r[t](h) = e[t](h) + x[t](h > r[t](ç (h)J 
T T T . T-t 

(for details see definition 4.3.1). This leads to the following statement. 

(As before we use the superscript [t] instead of [ht] to refer to the t

delayed process). 

5.4.7. LEMMA. If ris a recursive utility, then for each t € T, u E U 
and starting distribution v 

PROOF. Combine the proofs of lemma 4.3.2 and 5.3.2. 0 

Now v-conserving, v-saddling, v~tail saddling and v-overall saddling can 

be characterized (for a recursive utility) in the same manner as is done 

in theorem 4.3.4. 

If moreover r is v-tail-vanishing (see definition 4.3.5, which must be 

read as if u € U is a simultaneous control), then the analogue of theorem 
(0) (1) 

4.3.6 for the functions ~t and ~t insteadof wt follows immediately. 

In the continuous-time case we define the v-overall teil vanishing property 

of the utility r as: for all t € T and u e U 

F 
lim E t X[O](H )v[T](X ,u (H )) 
T~ V,U T T T T T T 

0 lP - a.s. v,u 

The following result holds. 
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5.4.&. THEOREM. If r is a v-overall tail vanishing utility, then a necessa

ry and sufficient condition for u* E U to be v-overall asymptotically 

definte, is that 

'\ 
lim E ( (0) (1) *O)(H )) 
T->oo V t U t t U Ut t 

lP - a.s. v,u 

and 

lP - a.s. v,u 

for all t E T and u E U. 

PROOF. Use the proof of theorem 3.2.5. 

Now the continuous-time analogues of corollaries 5.3.6 and 5.3.9 are 

selfevident. 

0 

0 

0 



CHAPTER 6 

THE D/G/G/n PROCESS AND THE C/G/G/n PROCESS 

In this chapter we generalize the results of the previous chapter to the 

more general situation with n players (n may be any cardinal number) and 
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a gener al (not necessarily zero-sum) utility. However, we still restriet our

selves to a noncooperative situation, and we only characterize Nash 

equilibria and extensions thereof. For the discrete as wellas for the 

continuous-time case we have already discussed this model in sec ti on 5. 1 

and 5.4 respectively. Since for both cases our way of proving the results 

is very much alike, this chapter contains only one section, in which 

the results for both cases are derived simultaneously. Moreover, as 

already noted in chapter 4, the continuous-time case can be treated in such 

a way that the discrete-time case is covered by it. One new optimality 

concept is introduced in this chapter; semi subgame perfectness. 

6.1. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF OPTIMALITY IN THE C (AND D)/G/G/n PROCESS 

In this section we will denote the D/G/G/n process by the D-case, and the 

C/G/G/n process by the C-case. In order to avoid proving the same thing 

twice, for the D-case and for the c-case, we extend the nota tions and 

terminology of the C-case to the D-case. This means that from now on a 

strategy ~ E rr is also called a control u E U. Now we may say in the D 

and C-case, see definition 5.1.1 and 5.4.1, that a control u* E U is 

v-optimal iff for all R. E JN n (recall that JN n is the set of players) 

lP v,u* - a.s. 

6.1.1 DEFINITION. A control u* E U is called 

(i) v-aonsewing iff for all R. E JN n and t
1

, t
2 

E T wi th t
2 

<:: t
1 

6.1.1.1. '" (R.) (H *) "'t t ,u 
2 2 

lP v,u* - a.s., 
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(ii) v-equalizing iff for all ~ ~ E 
n 

(As before, the expressions in the definition are supposed to be well 

defined.) 

6.1.2. THEOREM. A necessary·and sufficient condition for v-optimality of a 

control u* E U is thàt u* is v-conserving and v-equalizing. 

PROOF. Fixing ~ and u*(k) for k ;" ~. k E lN , we are in the situation of 
n 

a D(or C)/G/G/1 process with ~~~) as value function. 

Hence for this fixed ~ formula 6.1.0.1 is equivalent to 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.1.2 

together (theorem 5.2. 7 and 5.4.4). So the theorem is proved. 

6.1.3. DEFINITION. A control u* E U is called 

(i) v-subgame perfect iff for all ~ E lN n' t E T and u E U 

lP - a.s., 
v,u 

(ii) v-overall conserving iff for all~ E lNn, u E U and t
1
,t2 ET with 

t2 ;;: tl 

lP - a.s., 
v,u 

(iii) v-overaU equaUzing iff for all ~ E En' t E T and u E U 

F 
limE t [~(~)(H uu*(H))- v;~>(H~'tuut*(Ht))] 0 
;-+«> v, tuu~ (Ht) 't 1 ' t t t , , 

lP - a.s. 
v,u 

0 
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It is not difficult to see that for the two-person zero-sum case the 

v-subgame perfectnessof definition 6.1.3 is the same as that of definition 

5.2.13 (resp. 5.4.5). Something similar can be shown for the other two 

concepts. we come back to this directly after the next theorem. 

6.1.4. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-subgame perfectness 

of a control u* e. U is that u* is v-overall conserving and v-overall 

equalizing. 

PROOF. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of theorem 2.2.5. 

Note however1 that here the analoque of lemma 2.2.2 is covered by the 

definition of v-subgame perfectness. 

Suppose u* is v-subgame perfect. Then for all Jl. e. lN n 1 u e. U and t
1

, t
2 

e. T 

with t
2 

~ t
1 

Ft 
1 

= E * vit uu (Ht ) 
1 t1 1 

Jl? - a.s. 
VIU 

This establishes the v-overall conservingness. And since for all t,T E T 
with 't ~ t 

0 Jl? - a.s. v,u 

the v-overall equalizingness follows immediately. 

Now suppose u* is v-overall conserving and v-overall equalizing. Then for 

all !1. e. lN n 1 u E U and t, T e. T wi th T ~ t 
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This proves the theorem. D 

It may be noted that for the two-person zero-sum case the above characteri

zation seems different from the characterization given in theorem 5.2.16 

(resp. 5.4.6). Nevertheless they are actually the same, since for the 

two-person zero-sum case th·e v-subgame perfectness implies that for all 

t ~ T, u ~ U and t ~ {0,1} 

lP - a.s. v,u 

Now we come to another type of optimality: semi subgame perfectness. It 

can also be found in Couwenbergh (1977) where it is called sem~ persistency. 

We prefer-,this new name, since this concept has to do not so much with 

persistency, as with a kind of optimality for all subgames of one player, 

as is shown in the proof of theorem 6.1.6. 

6.1.5. DEFINITION. A control u*~ U is called 

(i) v-serrri subgame perfect iff for all t ~ :1'1 , t ~ T and u ~ U 
n 

6 1 5 1 ,1, (t) (H ( *. 0 • (t) ) ) .... '~'t t' u , .... u 

(ii) v-strongly conserving iff for all t ~ lN n' u ~ U and t 1 ,t2 E T 

with t 2 2: t 1 

(t) * (t) 6.1.5.2. ljlt (Ht, (u ;t:u )) 
1 1 



(iii) v-st!'ongZ.y equal.izing iff for all .11, ! :N 1 t € T and u E U 
n 

6.1.5.3. 

0 ll? * (t) - a.s. 
V 1 (u ;J1.:u ) 

6.1.6. THEOREM. A necessary·and sufficient condition for v-semi subgame 

perfectness of a control u* € U is that u* is v-strongly conserving and 

v-strongly equalizing. 

PROOF. Fixing .11, and u* (k) for k 'i' R. 1 k E :N 1 we are in the si tua ti on of 
n (11,) 

aD (or C)/G/G/1 process. The value function of this process equals Wt 
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This means that formula 6.1.5.1 actually expresses the v-subgame perfectness 

of u*(JI,) in this D (or C)/G/G/1 process 1 formula 6.1.5.2 expresses the 

v-overall conserving property of u*(JI,) 1 and formula 6.1.5.3 expresses the 

v-overall equalizing property of u*(JI,). Hence 1 by theorem 6.1.4 it follows 

that for our fixed .11, formula 6.1.5.1 is equivalent to 6.1.5.2 and 6.1.5.3 

together. This proves the theorem. 0 

It can be seen immediately that v-subgame perfectness implies v-semi subgame 

perfectness1 that v-semi subgame perfectness implies v-optimality1 and that 

neither of the reverse implications holds. 

For the two-person zero-sum case v-tail optimality implies v-semi subgame 

perfectness1 since for instanee formula 5.2.17. (ii) implies 

That the converse is not true1 follows from the following counterexample. 

6. 1. 7. THEOREM. COUNTEREXAMPLE. v-Semi subgame perfectness is not sufficient 

for v-tail optimality. 

PROOF. Consider the following D/F/F/2 process. 
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1 1 1 2 1 2 

1~ 1 m ro 0 

1 

0 10 

+ + 

ro r1 

ro r2 -10 0 

2 2 + + 

r2 ro 

x 

"" 
r(h) ~ (0) (1) 

L a (xt,at ,at ) , lP ( ) (Xo=3)=1 for all (n,p) E IT. 
t=O v, n,p 

The strategies for player 0 are only given for state 1 and 3 ,in this order, 

and for player 1 only for state 2 and 3 in this order. 

Define 
11 
* = ( 1 2 2 •• •) 

1 1 ••• 
* p (

1 2 2 •• •) 

1 1 ... 

Then it is easy to verify that (n*,p*) is v-semi subgame perfect but not 

'\l-tail optimal. 0 

Only under rather stringent conditions we can prove that v-semi subgame 

perfectness implies v-persistent optimality as defined for the case n=2, 

see def ini ti on 5. 3 .14. These condi tions are: the process is separable and 

stationary, r is recursive in a stationary way, the (v-semi subgame perfect) 

strategy (n*,p*) is ~-optimal for all degenerata starting distributions ~ 

(so far these conditions without the stationarity assumptielis are precisely 

the conditions under which v-tail optimality implies v-persistent optimality 

for the casen=2), and moreover for all t € T, u € U and R. E {0,1} 

tjl(t) (X u*(H )) 
0 t' t t ll? * (R.) - a.s. 

v,(u;R.:u ) 

(This Ijl (R.) plays exactly the same role as the function v in the proof of 
0 

theorem 2.4.1 in Couwenbergh (1977) .) Under these conditions, the assump-

tion that (n*,p*) is v-semi subgame perfect, gives for R.=O 



v
0
(0) (Xt,ut*(Ht)) = lji(O) (X u*(H )) = 

0 t' t t 
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v(O) (X u*) :S (O) (X ( *(O) (1))) 
0 t' vo t' u ,u lP ( (O) *Cl))- a.s. 

V, u ,u 

This together with the analogous result for ~=1 yields the v-persistent 

optimality of (n*,p*). 

That the converse is not true can be seen from the following counterexample 

given in Couwenbergh (1977). 

6.1.8. THEOREM.COUNTEREXAMI?LE. v-Persistent optimality does not imply 

v-semi subgame perfectness. 

PROOF. Consider the following D/F/F/1 process. 

1 1 

1 

2 2 

"" 
r(h) 

\' (0) (1) 
L 6 (ut, at ,at ) , lP ( ) (X0=2) "" 1 for all (11 ,p) E: TI. 

t=O v, n,p 

The strategies are only given for state 1 and 2 in this order. 

Defining (n*,p*) = (1 1 , 1 1 ... ) 
2 1 1 • • • 1 1 1 • • ,, I 

it is easy to verify that (n*,p*) is v-persistently optimal but not v-semi 

subgame perfect. D 

Now we will formulate our results for a recursive utility, but only verbally. 

(Note that in the two previous counterexamples the utility is recursive and 

v-(overall) tail vanishing). 

Recursiveness and the v-(overall) tail vanishing property are defined as 
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before. This gives immediately that theerem 5.3.3, 5.3.5 and their c-case 

analogues also hold for ~~i) instead of ~t' and that theerem 5.3.8 and its 

C-case analogue also hold for ~~i) instead of wt. But then the analogues 

of corollary 5.3.6, 5.3.9 and their c-case counterparts are selfevident, 

even for the v-semi subgame perfectness. 

In this chapter we have not yet discussed the extensions of the persistent 

optimality and the tail optimality. It turns out that also these concepts 

can be generalized and characterized. First we will do this for the v-persis

tent optimality • The following definition can be read, as though we had 

presupposed that the process is separable and stationary, and that the 

utility is recursive in a stationary way(cf. definition 5.3.14 and its 

foregoing remarks). Yet we prefera general definition here, corresponding 

to formulae 5.3.15.1 and 5.3.15.2, since it is more suitable for the deri

vation of the characterization theorem. Moreover, from the remark directly 

after the proof of theerem 5.3.15 we know, that formulae 5.3.15.1 and 5.3.15,2 

may serve indeed as definition of v-persistent optimality for the case n=2. 

6.1.9. DEFINITION. A control u* € U is called 

(i) v-pers'Îstently op tirnat iff for all k, i € JN , t € T and u € U 
n 

v(i)(H (u*·k·u(kl *(k))) 
t t' I •t U 

,~.(i) (H ( *·k· (k) *(k))} o/t t' u , .tu u 

lP * (k) - a • s • , 
v, (u ;k:u ) 

(ii) v-persistentty aanserving iff for all k,i € JNn, u € U and t 1,t2 € T 

with t 2 :2: t 1 

lP * (k) -a.s., 
v, (u ik:u ) 

(iii) v-persistentZy equaUzing iff for all k,i € JN , t € T and u € U 
n 



f 
lim E t * (k) * (:!::) 
,~ v,(u ;k:tu u ) 

- v(R.) (H (u*·k: u(k)u*(k)ll] 0 
' ' ' t 
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lP * (k) - a.s. 
v 1 (u ;k:u ) 

6.1.10. LEMMA. If u* E U is v-persistently optimal, then for all k,R. E ~n' 

u E U and t
1
,t

2 
€ T with t

2 
~ t

1 

lP * (k) •(k) -a.s. 
ViiU ;k:t U U ) 

PROOF. The proof uses the same idea as the proof of lemma 2.2.2. Suppose 

there exist k,R. € ~n' Ü € U, t 1,t2 € T with t 2 ~ t 1, Ft
2 

€ Ft
2 

and 

U(R,) E u<tl 1 SUCh that the followinq property h0ldS 

lP - <F ) > 0 and v(R.l (• ,u) < v~R.) (•, (Ü;R.;u (R.l)) on F , 
v,u t2 t2 2 t2 

Wl..th u- ( * k -(k) *(k)l := u ; :t u u 

Define û € U by 

t n 
2 

1 

tlt (ht l 
2 2 

if ht € Ft c I 

2 2 

(ü. R.· ü ( R.) u ( R.) (h )) t ( ht l 
. , "t t t 

2 2 2 2 2 
otherwise • 

Then we have 

E - vt (H ,Ü) 
V 1 U 

1 
t

1 
ll? - (dht ) v,u 2 + J Eh - r (Hl t ,u 

F 2 
t2 

ll? - (dh l < 
v,u t2 
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ll? û(dht ) + v, 2 
Eh _r (H) ll? il(dht ) = E" "V (Ht , il) • 

I U V I 2 V I'-' t1 1 
t2 

From t û = ü it follows, that there exists a set Ft 
1 t1 1 

ll? v _(Ft ) > 0, on which v (h ,û) > v (ht ,11). However by the definition 
, u 1 t1 t1 t1 1 

of ü, this result contradiets the v-persistent optimality of u*. 0 

6.1.11. TBEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-p~rsistent 

optimality of a control u* ~ U is, that u* is v-persistently conserving 

and v-persistently equalizing. 

PROOF. By lemma 6.1.10 we can repeat the proof of theorem 6.1.4 for this 

situation. 

We will conclude this chapter by introducing and characterizing v-tail 

optimali ty. 

6.1.12. DEFINITION. A control u*~ U is called 

(i) v-taU optimal iff for all k,t E JN n' t E T and u ~ U 

(ii) v-tail conserving iff for all k,t E JN n' u e U and t
1 
,t

2 
E T with 

t2 ~ tl 

•I• (R,) ( ( * ·k· (k) * (k) (H ) ) ) "'t 4 :e. , u , • t u ut t 
2 t2 1 1 1 

ll? * (k) v, (u 1k:u } 
- a.s. 

0 



(iii) v-tail equaUzing iff for all k,t e: JN n' t e: T and u e: U 

F 
lim E t [ljl~t) (H,, (u*;k:tu (k)ut*(k) (Ht))) + 
•-- v (u* ·k· u (k) u* (k) (H ) ) • 

I 
1 "t t t 

0 
lPv, {u*;k:u (k)) 

- a.s. 
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6.13. LEMMA. If u* e: U is V:-tail optima!, then for all k,t 1!: JN , u e: U and 
n 

PROOF. Completely analogous to the proof of lemma 6.1.10. D 

6.1.14. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for v-tail optimality 

of a control u* e: U is, that u* is v-tail conserving and v-tail equalizing. 

PROOF. Using lemma 6.1.13 we can repeat the proof of theorem 6.1.4 for 

this situation. D 

It follows directly from the definitions, that v-tail optimality is implied 

by the concept of v-subgame perfectness and implies v-semi subgame perfect

ness. The remarks, made in section 5.3 (after the proof of corollary 5.3.11 

and 5.3.12) about the relation between v-tail optimality and v-persistent 

optimality, also apply here. We amit the special form of the characterization 

of v-tail optimality and v-persistent optimality for a recursive utility, 

since it can be derived in a straightforward way. 
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a 
(~) 

a 

NOTATIONS 

(simultaneous)action, generic elem. of A 
(~) 

action for player ~' generic elem. of A 

action at time t, generic elem. of A 
space of (simultaneous)actions 

action space for player ~ 

cr-field on A, A(~) resp. 

action at time t (random var.) 

Eh u'Eh ,E ,E ,E ,E expectation operator w .r. t. lP h ,lP h t! t'1f x,u x,1f v,u v,1f t'u t'1f 

F Ft 
E t ' E 

v,u v,'ll 

Ft 

h 

ht 

h h' t T 

H 

Ht 

H 
[ht] 

[ht] 
H,Ht'H 

H 

Ht 

Kt 

Kt 

Lt 

lP ,lP ,lP ,lP resp. 
x,u x,1f v,u V 1 1f 

conditional expectation w.r.t. Ft correspond

ing to E ,E . resp. 
V 1 U V1 1f 

cr-field on H, generated by H 
t 

history, generic elem. of H 

history up to time t, generic elem. of Ht 

concatenation of ht and h~, such that xt has 

disappeared 

space of histories or sample space 

space of histories up to time t 

space of histories in the t--delayed process 
[ht] 

E (-r :?: t) 

[t] 
cr-field on H,Ht,H resp. 

history (random var.) 

history up to time t (random var.) 

space of histories befere time t+l 

cr-field on Kt 

subset of Kt, determining the admissible 

actions 

set that determines the admissible actions 

for player ~ 



lP x, u 

lP x, TT 

lP v,u 

lP 
'lil, TT 

lOS 

set that determ'ines the admissible actions 
[h J 

in the t-delayed process ~ t 

ht-section of Lt 

{0,1,2, ••• } 

set of players with cardinal number n 

transition probability fram Kt to the "next" 

state space 

probability maasure on H, given history ht 

and control u 

probability measure on H, given history ht 

and strategy TT 

probability maasure on H,given starting state x 

and control u 

probability measumon H, given starting state x 

and strategy 1r 

probability maasure on H for a starting 

distribution v and control u 

probability maasure on H for a starting 

distribution v and strategy 1r 

[ht] 
probabili ty maasure on H , given ht and u 

utility (function) ; r: H ~ IR 

utility for player Jl.; r (JI.) : H ~ IR 
[ht] 

utility in the t-delayed process ~ 

part of the decomposition of a recursive 

utility r 

time instant, generic elem. of T 
time space 

[ht] 
time space in the t-delayed process ~ 

(simultaneous) control, generic elem. of U 
control for player Jl., generic elem. of u(JI.) 

head of a control u before time t 

tail of a control u from time t on given 

history ht 
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(R.) (u*;R.;u ) 

[t] 
V 

T 

x 

x 
x 

'11 

simultaneous control, obtained f:r;om u* € U 
by replacing u*(R.) by u(R.) 

(simultaneous) control, before time t equal 

to u and from timet on equal to u*. 

set of (simultaneous) controls 

set of controls for player R. 

set of (simultaneous) controls in the t-
[ht] 

delayed process E 

value of a strategy (or control); vt:H x 11-+ lR 

orv:H xU+JR 
t t 

value of a strategy (or control) in the t-
[t] 

delayed process E 

value of a simultaneous strategy (or control) 

for player R. 

value (function), if there is 1 player; 

saddle (function), if there are 2 players; 

wt: Ht + JR 

value (saddle) function in the t-delayed 
[t] 

process E 

state, generic elem. of X 
state at time t, generic elem. of X 

state space 

a-field on X. 

state at time t (random var.) 

game in state i 

shift (discrete time: one step to the right) 

shift (discrete time: t steps to the right) 

shift (continuous time: a length t to the 

right) 

part of the decomposition of a recursive 

utility r 

starting distribution 

1 player: strategy; 2 players 0-sum: strategy 

for player 0; otherw ise: simultaneous 

strategy 



uu*(t·H ) t , t 

(u,p) 

(~) 
(u*;~:u ) 

II 

rr<~> 

[h J 
II T 

p 

T 

cpt 

transition probability from Ht to At 

strategy for player ~ 

head of a strategy u before time t 
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tail of a strategy u from time t on, given 

history ht 

strategy, before time t equal to u, from 

time t on equal to u* 

simultaneous strategy for the 2-person 0-sUm 

case 

simultaneous strategy obtained from u* by 

replacing u*(~) by u(~) 

set of (simultaneous) strategies 

set of strategies for player ~ 

set of strategies in the t-delayed process 
I:[ht] 

strategy for player 1 in the 2-player o-sum 

case 

decision process 

t-delayed process, given ht' corresponding 

to I: 

t-delayed process, corresponding to I: 

(not dependent on ht) 

time instant, generic elem. of T 
value for player 1 given a strategy for 

player 0 in the 2-person 0-sum case; 

cp : H x II (O) + lR or cp : H x U (O) + lR 
t t t t 

part of the decomposition of a recursive 

utility r 

value for player 0 given a strategy for 

player in the 2-person 0-sum case; 

ljlt: Ht x II(ll + lR or ljlt: Ht x u< 1
l .... lR 

value for player ~ given a strategy for the 

other players; 

,,, (~) : H x II + lR or •· (~) · H x U + lR 
~t t ~t . t 
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action space 

admissible action 

anne, the property anne 

INDEX 

5,41,58,87 

5,58 

30 

v-saddling 

sample space 

sec ti on 

84 

5,41 

6 

v-asymptotically definite 73 v-semi subgame perfect 96 

C/G/G/n process 3 separable 50 

cha:!!ge structure 

v-conserving 

control 

t-delayed process 

D/G/G/n process 

EN (essential negative 

case) 

v-equalizing 

head of a strategy or 

control 

history 

Ionescu Tulcea theorem 

nonanticipative 

v-optimal 

optimality principle 

v-overall asymptotically 

definite 

v-overall conserving 

v-overall equalizing 

28 t-separable 20 

15,48,64,93 starting distribution 7 

41,87 statespace 5,41 

21,43 stationary, process 84 

3 strategy 36 

recursive utility 84 

37 strategy 6,58 

16,49,64,94 v-strongly conserving 96 

v-strongly equalizing 97 

10,46 

5,6,41 

v-subgame perfect 

tail of a strategy or 

7 control 

42 v-tail conserving 

12,47,60,88 v-tail equalizing 

2,24,84 v-tail optimal 

v-tail saddling 

70,90 

94 

94 

v-tail vanishing 

time space 

transition function 

70,89,94 

10,44 

102 

103 

72 f 102 

72 

28,52 

5,41 

5,58 

v-overall saddling 70,90 transition probability 6 

two-person zero-sum v-overall tail vanishing 78 

v-persistently conserving 100 game 60 

v-persistently equalizing 100 utility (function) 5,41 

v-persistently op ti mal 84,100 value (function) 11,46 

recursive 24,!:>0 for player R. 59,88 

t-recursive 20 of a strategy or 

saddle (function) 61 control 11,46,59,88 

v-saddle conserving 65 zero-sum utility 60 
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SAMENVATTING 

Voor een tamelijk ruime klasse van Markov beslissingsproblemen met een 

speciale opbrengstfunktie is bekend, dat optimale besturingsregels worden 

gekarakteriseerd door twee eigenschappen. De ene, de waardebewarende of 

conserving eigenschap, betekent dat per stap (in verwachting) niets onher

stelbaar nadeligs mag gebeuren, de andere, de waardeëvenarende of equalizing 

eigenschap, betekent dat op den duur alle voordeel dat vanaf dan nog be

haald kan worden, ook inderdaad wordt behaald (in verwachting) • Ook in 

de stochastische regeltheorie zijn enige resultaten in deze richting bekend. 

In dit proefschrift wordt deze karakterisering afgeleid voor een algemene 

klasse van beslissingsprocessen met een algemene opbrengstfunctie. Dit 

wordt bereikt met behulp van de volgende generalisatie van het optimaliteits

principe van Bellman. Laat ~ een v-optimale besturingsregel zijn, dat wil 

zeggen dat de waarde van ~ in de startsituatie v gelijk is aanl de optimale 

waarde in diezelfde startsituatie. Het hier gebruikte optimaliteitsprin

cipe nu zegt, dat voor alle tijdstippen uit een gegeven tijdsverzameling 

geldt dat de waarde van ~, gegeven de historie tot dan, gelijk is aan de 

optimale waarde voor die historie. Deze gelijkheid geldt bijna overal met 

betrekking tot die kansmaat op de padenruimte die bepaald wordt door de 

besturingeregel ~ en startsituatie v samen. 

Hoofdstuk 1 vormt de inleiding 'tot dit proefschrift. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt 

de genoemde karakterisering afgeleid met behulp van het hiervoor beschre

ven gegeneraliseerde optimaliteitsprincipe, en wel voor het stochastisch 

beslissingsproces met een discrete tijd, algemene toestand- en aktieruimte, 

één beslisser en een algemene opbrengstfunctie. Door aan de opbrengstfunctie 

meer struktuur op te leggen, kunnen in hoofdstuk 3 de eigenschappen 

waardebewarend en waardeëvenarend meer gestruktureerd worden, en valt 

bovendien het algemene optimaliteitsprincipe van hoofdstuk 2 samen met 

Bellman's optimaliteitsprincipe. 

De belangrijkste resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 en 3 worden in hoofdstuk 4 

gegeneraliseerd voor de situatie dat de tijdsverzameling continu is 

(eventueel met gaten) • 

Hoofdstuk 5 bevat de gegeneralisaties van de hoofdstukken 2,3 en 4 voor 

het twee-personen-nul-som-spel. Het optimaliteitsbegrip is hier Nash

optimaliteit. Doot te proberen een karakterisering van Nash-optimaliteit 
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uit te drukken met behulp van de zadelfunctie ~ deze zadelfunctie valt 

samen met de gebruikelijke waardefunctie, mits het spel een waarde heeft -

kamen bepaalde minder gewenste aspecten van het begrip Nash-optimaliteit 

naar voren. Daarna worden verschillende sterkere optimaliteitsbegrippen 

geïntroduceerd waarbij deze aspecten in meerdere of mindere mate ont

breken. Ook voor deze nieuwe optimaliteitsbegrippen wordt een karakteri

sering afgeleid. In hoofdstuk 6 ten slotte worden de resultaten van hoofd

stuk 5 gegeneraliseerd voor een niet noodzakelijk nul-som-spel met wille

keurig veel spelers. 
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i 

Laat (X,A,PJ een kansruimte zijn, en laat (ft I t e lN) en (gt ! t ! lN) 

twee rijen van meetbare niet negatieve reëelwaardige funkties zijn op X. 

g in L 
1
-norm met J gdP < "' en bovendien Als lim f f P-a.s., lim t 

t-- t->co 

geldt lim ft fin r. 1 ~norm. 
t-

ft ~ gt voor alle t " JN, dan 

Een andere variant van de gedomineerde konvergentiestelling is te vinden in 

Johns, M,V,, Non-parametrie empirica! Bayes procedures. 

Ann. Math. Statist. ~ (1957), 649-669. 

Pratt, J.W., On interchanging iimits and integrals. 

Ann. Math. Statist. 31 (1960), 74-77. 

Laat (X,A,m) een cr-finiete maatruimte zijn met daarop een Markcv-proces P in 

de zin van Foguel. De afleiding van de dekompositie van de ruimte X in een 

konserva~ief en een dissipatief deel kan gegeven worden zonder gebruik te 

maken van Hopf's maksimale erqodenstelling. 

Foguel, S.R., The ergodie theory of Markov processes. 

New Y·ork etc.: Van Nosttand, 1969 {Math. Studies; 21). 

Groenewegen, L.P.J., K.M. van Hee, o.A •. Overdijk en F.H. Simo~s, Embedded 

Markov processas and recurrence. 

Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Mat:.er.atics, 

1975 (Memorandum COSOR; 75-03). 



Ui 

Beschouw een diskrete tijd Markov beslissingsproces op een aftelbare toe

standsruimte met als kriterium de verwachte som van de eenstápsopbrengsten. 

Onder de aanname dat de eenstapsopbrengstfunktie een ladingsstruktuur 

heeft, en dat het s~remum over de Markov stra~eg!eën van de verwachte som 

van positieve opbrengsten eindig is in elke toestand, geldt dat de waarde~ 

f~~ktie op tijd t (i.e. het supremum over alle strategieën van de ver

wachte totale opbrengst vanaf tijd t) onder alle strategieën met kans 1 

konvergeert voor t + ~. 

Groenewegen, L.P.J. en K.M. van Hee, Markov decision processes and quasi

martingales. 

Recent developments in statistiCS7 ed. by J.R. Barra et al. Amsterdam: 

North Holland Publ, Comp., 1977. 453-459. 

iv 

Beschouw een diskrete-tijd-2-personen-0-som spel met een aftelbare toestand

en aktieruimte en met als kriterium de verwachte som van de eenstapsop

brengsten. Veronderstel van de opbrengstfunktie een ladingsstruktuur heeft, 

en bovendien dat alle Markov strategieën equalizing zijn. Als de gemengde 

Markov strategie (~,p) = (f
0

f
1 
••• ,g

0
g

1 
••• ) optimaal is in elke toestand, dan 

is <if,;iJ = (fi
1 

••• ,9
0
9

1 
... J persistent eptimaal, waarbij 

I 
ft-1 (j) 

(j) = 
ft (j) 

als lP i, (~,p) (Xt=j) = 0 voer elke starttoestand 1 

anders, 

als lP i, (~,p) (Xt=j) = 0 voor elke starttoestand 1 

anders. 



Groeneweqen, L.P.J., Markov qames: properties of and conditions for optima+ 

strateqies. 

Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technoloqy, Dept. of Mathematics, 

1976 (Memorandum COSOR1 76-24). 

Groenewegen, L.P.J. en J. Wessels, On the relation between optimality and 

saddle-conservation in Markov games. 

Dynamische Optimierung; Taqunqsband des Sonderforschunqsbereiches 72. 

Bonn: Màth. Inat. Universität Bonn, 1977 (Bonner Mathematische Schriften; 

98). 

V 

Het is op zijn minst verwarrend, dat Parthasarathy in zijn boek het ook in 

de overige literatuur bekende begrip "totaal onsamenhangend" gebruikt waar 

hij in feite het begrip "nul dimensionaal" bedoelt. 

Parthasarathy, K.R., Probability measurea on metrio spaces. 

New York etc.: Academie Press, 1967. 

vi 

Opmerkinq 5.5 van Schäl dat zijn voorwaarde c impliceert, dat alle strate

gieën equalizinq zijn, kan qerechtvaardiqd worden door de invoering van een· 

begrip equalizinq dat ruimer· ia dan elders qebruikelijk. 

Schäl, M., Conditions for optimality in dynamic programming and for the 

limit of n-staqe optimal policies to be optimal. 

z. wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie Verw. Geblete~ (1975), 179-196. 

vii 

Oe voorwaarde in het artikel van Davis en Varaiya welke het M09elijk maakt 

·om staarten van controls te verwisselen, is niet toereikend voor hun bewijs 

van lemma 3.1. Met behulp van een wat sterkere voorwaarde kan dit eenvoudiq 

worden goedqemaakt. Ook in de artikelen van Boel en Varaiya en van Davis en 

Elliott zou deze wijziqing doorqevoerd moeten worden. 



Boel, R. en P. Varaiya, Optima! control of jump processes. 

SIAM J. Control Optimization ~ (1977), 92-119. 

Davis, M.H.A. en R.J. Elliott, Optima! control of a jump proc~ss. 

z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie Verw. Gebiete 40 (1977), 183-202. 

Davis, M.H.A. en P. Varaiya, Dynamic programming conditions for partially 

observable stochastic systems. 

SIAM J. Control 11 (1973), 226-261. 

viii 

Bij die toelichting van het begrip implikatie, waarbij er op gewezen wordt 

dat de bewering VX€X [P 1 (x) • P
2

(x)] gelijkwaardig is met de bewering 

{x e X I P1 (x)} c {x € X I P
2

!x)}, is het verstandig op te meFken dat in het 

gangbaar naderlands taalgebruik voor het implikatiebegrip de schijnbaar 

tegenovergestelde uitdrukking "houdt· in dat" wordt gebruikt. 

i:c 

Het al dan niet intuitieve besef, dat bewust zijn van lijden een lijden op 

zichzelf is, wordt door tegenstanders van vrouwen- en/of mannenemancipatie 

(licht)vaardig als ekskuus gebruik om zichzelf en anderen dom te houden. 

:c 

Lucebert's bewering dat poëzie voor kinderen een spel is, kan voor veel ge

dichten van Paul van Ostaijen proefondervindelijk bewezen worden door ze aan 

kinderen voor te lezen. 

Lucebert, Poëzie is kinderspel. 

Val voor vliegengod. Amsterdam: De bezige bij, 1959. 

Ostaijen, P. van, Berceuse nr. 2; 

Berceuse presqua nègre; 

Berceuse voor volwassenen; 

Boere-charleston; 

Gedichtje van Sint Niklaas; 



Marc groet 's morgens de dingen; 

Oppervlakkige charleston; 

Polonaise; 

Rijke armoede van de trekh?rmonica; 

Wals van kwart voor middernacht; 

Zeer kleine speeldoos; 

Zelfmoord des zeemans, 

Music-hall; samengesteld door G. Borgers. oen Raag: Bert Bakker, 

Oaamen N.V., 1964. 

Een leraar engels of frans die tijdens de literatuurlessen aan de hoogste 

klassen VWO nooit Nabokov of Celine ter sprake brengt, is in nalatigheid te 

vergelijken met een leraar natuurkunde die tijdens de lessen aan de hoogste 

klassen vwo bij het onderwerp atoo~uw niet verder komt dan het atoommodel 

van Bohr. Wanneer ook aan Joyce en Proust voorbij wordt gegaan, komt dit 

overeen met het blijven steken in het atoommodel van Oemokritos. 

Bet gebruik van een overhead projektor bij het houden van een voordracht 

. over een wiskundig onderwerp bevordert het over de hoofden van de aanwezigen 

heen praten. 


